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STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL METHOD USED
In this first ohapter we 'essentially
method that we intend to use.




The optical surface is given
+- * :-X Y Z coordinate system. The
are : IX perpendicular to ti
surface', at I. I Y and I Z
rectangular axis located on
tangent to h at I.
Fig. 1
Consequently the equation of 'a sphere is the following :
.2 2
X+ y2 + z _ ZR X - Q'
From a more general point of view the equation of second ded
surface 'will be :
, +x2 Y 2 +Wz2 z X 
A point in 'space will be located by three coordinates x y z
we have :
2 + 2 + z2 .








a i . -
From the principle of Fermat we know that B is the stigmatic image
of the objeot point A if the:relation A M + M B - cst is satisfied.
: . . - . . .~~~~~~~~~~i 















In this relation M is a point of the surface .
4hen the relation is not satisfied we may describe the defects of
B image of A by a difference between the optical path A K + K B
and a constant that is generally.,chosen egal to A I + I B , I being
the origin of the coordinates .system.
Thereforet we are studying now the aberrant optical path
(2) A . (A X + K B) - (AI + I B)
. --3 - STUDY OF THE ABERRANT OPTICAL PATH
This study of a leads us to obtain a general series expansion
(3) A ., y2 + , z 2 + CY3 + DY2 z + EY4
Conventionally we designate :
astigmatism : the terms of second order with regard to Y and Z,
coma : the terms of third order with regard to Y and Z
spherical aberration : the terms of forth order with regard to
Y and Z.
de shall demonstrate in our last report how it is possible to
evaluate the widening of the image B from A ,
Our work is based on the study of B image of Athe point A.
.. ./. .
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Generally we whall choose A in the plan (I X Y).
II- HOLOGiAPHIC GRATING PROPERTIES
An holographic grating is made by recording on a sensitive
surface i the interference pattern of two coherent waves emitted
by two points C and D.
The surfaces of same phase are revolution hyperboloids of axis
C D and focus C and D.
Under such conditions, we see that the relation (.) can be
written as follows:
(4) I A + B -(I A +'I B)- M C - M D)- (IC- ID) A 0
C D
Fig. 3
In this relation ,
o represents the wawelength of the radiation issued from the
recording points C and D,
X represents the wawelength at B image of A,
k represents the order in which the holographic grating operates.
II - 1- ABSOLUTE STIGMATISM OF HOLOGRAPHIC GRATINGS
GENERAL COIIDIPIONS





p is a specific constant of the group of homologus points
A B C D under study.
Then the stigmatism condition is
M A + B - k A (t C - X D) ~9- constant . (6)
No
If the points A B C and D are different such a relation determines
a surface of the sixteenth degree.
More generally, a relation of that kind with n points determines
a surface of the 2n th degree.
To keep solutions physically feasible we must consider only surfaces
of the second or forth order.
We have a solution when the relation degenerate so as to use two
distinct points only.
The relation (6) can be written as followed :
(7) ' X P + 4 Q - cste ) and/- are constant.
Then the relation (7) determines a surface a on which the grating
is recorded.
II- 2-APPLICATION OF THE GEERAL CONDITIQON
The stigmatism condition is the following one :
i A + X B - k A (N C - K D) - - cst (6)
- In this case we cannot have C = D
- Some cases of degeneration may happen
10 A = B = C
Then we have : KA (2 - k A) + k DA U 
o ho
We have a rigorous stigmatism in the case of autocollimation on A
. .. /. .
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with a given wavelength that can be chosen everywhere in the whole
spectrum ifkjis the surface of'Descartes given by this relation.
20 A B - C
A - 2 Xo
k
RD - Cst
___ D - cat imply that i is a sphere of centre D.
ITherefore,. there is a rigorous stigmatism for 2 o
the case of autocollimation on the source A
with A on C.
30. We shall write A = D In this case
(6) becomes : MA (1 + k X ) + B - k X
Ao .Ao
XC M J
a) Sore than if we put A -- X o with k < o
We 'can' write M B + K C - '
d> i must be an ellipsoid with focus in B and C.
If the surface E is the ellipsoid with focus in B and C
(C is a recording point source) we have rigorous
stigmatism at the wavelength - A o
k
in the negative orders when the source is put on D.
b) If, furthermore MA - cat with B - 0f Then :! is a sphere with centre A, D.
We observe at point C.
There is stigmatism on C when the wavelengthisAo k ) o
k
c) We always havelA = D
MA m= cat..
A and D are on the centre
If furthermore we have
of a portion of a sphere.

























We have on B a perferctly stigmatic image for'any given wavelength.
Let us write A m. A 
k
the relation S becomes :
/MB - m WC O / qhatever Lce.
Its significanoe (Fig.4.) is that 'points B and C must be Situated
..- .;i on a diameter P, Q of the sphere .and that P and Q must divide
the segment BC in the harmonic ratiom '
PB - -= m.
PC .QC
Using this 'last equation we obtain::
D(9) P *DB - m DC:- a DB -mR
DC DP M
From these ratios we can obtain the position of C and of B.
To summarize if £ is a sphere with centre D (MD - cat) and
if one consider the harmonic conjuguate of the point C with regard
to a diameter of the sphere (MB - m MC)
- when the source A is at the centre MA MD coat
- there is a rigorous stigmatism
. at C with the wavelength Ao
k
. at B with the wavelength m X o
1- k 
- as the stigmatism express the fact that the light-paths are
stationary one must obtain the stigmatism for other wavelength
when, uairg the same grating, one put thI source at C or B and
observesat one of the points D,C or B.
4j' let us analyse these different oases :
The hypothesis are
spherical surface with centre at D M D - oit jvoir Fig.5
point i harmonically conjuguate of C
with regard to a diameter : H . m KC
. . ./ ..
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10 Let us put the source at C :
We observe at H for what
wavelength is the stigmatism :
The condition (6) MA + KB - k





U X -- WD)
- Jo - cst.
cst.
that can be written :
MC ( + m - k ) + k RLD - TJ- cst.
Ao
This condition is satisfied if the term with MC is zero,
that can be written
An (m+d) Ao k o
k
In another hand we have already demonstrate that for the same
position of the source there is stigmatism
at D for \ o
k
at C for 2 Ao
k
20 Let us put the source at H






MJ + MD -k k
becomes :
(MC - bD) . P = cst.
that can be written :
IdC (m-kJL )+ MD (-i+ k A ) . j - cet.
hAsco oisa f Ao
IP k
b) source Fit H
we observe at C
The condition (6)
MH + MC - k A
Ao
: MA - MH









MC (-1 + m - k A) + k
There is stigmatism for A =
source at H
we observe at H
MD - cat.
Ac
( m + ) A o
k
: MA M:H
: MB - NH
The condition (6) becomes :
2 btH - k X (NC - MD)
I 'o
that can be written :





MD - - cat.
There is stigmatism for A= 2 m Xo
k
k > o
To summarize : when the photosensitive surface is a sphere and
when one of the recording pointsis at its centre,
then, there is, in general, three points
stigmatic rigorously :
- the two points of recording,
- the harmonic conjuguate of the recording point that
is not generally at the centre of the grating with.
regard to the diameter of the grating,
- The following schemes summarize the properties of
these gratings =
KLH = m) DC = R DH m.R.
_C __ m
We have : MH m DC = R DR m.R
MC m
a) If m>.1
- necessarily we have m < n-number of grooves per mm
n. A o of the grating, in the
- C is in the circle of the grating. middle.








/" H m Xo HX- (a
/ ,,
/ o





b) Ift < 1  :'
- No limiitations for m.










AH ) m o , X- (m+1))o ource H A 2 m
- o . A.m+,)xo
/, ., / : : 
A o , -.c' M o
.Fi. 7
- The Fig. 6.?47:indic'ate the zones of ,th .plane in which is the' poit C
with the diff'erent values of m. .: :' 
-If C comes in 'tahe Rowland circle, the ..third point of stigmatism 'bcomea

















Likewise, we may reach a rigorous stigmatism when the recording points
C and D are the point C, on one hand, and the point H harmonic conjugate
of C with respect to the circle of the grating,on the other hand.
Fig. 8
Identically with the
are depending on the




is as follows :
previous case, (D at 0), the wavelengths of stigmatism





0 C - R
m
in which the source is located at C, the condition (6)
M C + M B - kA ( M C - m M C) - cat.
ho





L When : the image B is located at D
-+ M B - M D - m X C
the above expression is :
X C [I + m _ -hkX ( I - m )
Ao
- cst.
We observe that the wavelength of stigmatism is :
We may follow the same reasoning if the source is at 0 or
the point B is at 0 or at H.
The Tables below indicate the wavelengths corresponding to
configurations of stigmatism.
A) D is at 0
at H and if
the different
Table I
m : any value lower than 2000
K
.I .. /. .
- /Co 1 + m
k I - m
n ° 13
B) Recording with conjugate points.
D is at H (harmonic conjugate of C)
Table 2
m : any value lower than sin Y
.. ./. .
source
position O C H ( D )
fmage
position 
1-m A 1-m 
C >\:.a__ A A- _ A _1_ AoC X- I AO A= 2 'o & - l+m Ao
1- 1 -m -k 1-m ' 
H (D) IX- m Xo - 1l+m Ao -2m 
1-m D 1-m 1-oos k
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III - GENERAL CALCULATION'S 4ETHOD OF ThE ABERtAAT OPTICAL PATH.
Terms of 2nd and 3rd.orders
We have seen that the general equation of holographic grating can
be written 
(IA + KB) - (IA +:IB) 0 (C - 1D) -(IC- ID) o
In the chapter V, we hav:e settle coiditions to obtain for the point
object A a perfectly stigmatic image.
But in the general case the image B will not be perfectly stigmatic.
We can calculate the quality of the image by the study of the
aberrant optical path.
(40) ~ = KA + XB - j A (XC - MD) em9 when XM is going along
°o the surface ~.
Therefore P- I A + I B- A (I C -ID)
Ao
To obtain A one must calculate the values of MA, MB, MC and MD.







I . ./. .
In the I (X Y Z) coordinate system, (x y z) are the point A coordinates
and (X Y z) are the ooordinates of X any point of H.
The relation between the coordinates of M is given by the equation
of ~. In this first report we suppose that _is a sphere.
In a next report we shall give the equations valid in all cases in
which tis a paraboloid, an ellipsoid, a cylinder, a tore.
In all the following sections we suppose that the dimensions of Y
and Z are small with regard to the others dimensions as X, x, y, 1.
Also we suppose, when we study an object slit that z is also small.
When we add other hypothesis at these basic hypothesis, we shall
express that obviously.
Therefore, the equation of the sphere in our coordinates system
can be written :
X2 + y2 + Z2 -2 R X = 0 2 
X R + L -2RX O + Z 2
X R + H 1 -y 2 +Z 2
The equation can be written in a series development as follows :
(II) 2 2 2 2 22 2 y 6 6
X Y + Z + (Y zf ( 6 Y 6
2R 3
More, in the trihedron I (X Y Z) onecan'.choose.a system of spheric
coordinate to express A
x = - coBsL
z HA GOBY -Ao .... cos
22 2
with cos X + cos p + coo2 s l
In these conditions :
AM 2 - (X - x) 2 +(y - y) 2 + (Z _ z)2





Oe can substitute X and X for their values
AM 2 s2 2 + 2 2+ 2z )
-qK+ + (8+ ] -2(yY+|z )
+ y2 + 2 + (y2 + Z2 )2
4' R2
that can be arranged in regular order with regard to Y and Z,
2 424 _A .4 (Y Y .+ Z )
.. S I
+ y2 + Z.2:
Let us put .AM2 1 2
80
(¢~)
- 2 ( y Y + z Z) + y2 + z2
+ (y2 + 2)2
-x ( 2 + 2 )

















- 4 (Y Y + z z) (Y2
(y Y + Z Zy(y2 + ,2)
2 + 2)
a
- 8 (y Y + z Z)3 + 12 (y + z Z)2 (y2 + 2)
- 12 x (y Y + z Z)2 (y2 + Z2)1
.. R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
R





( y2 + G2 )























If we arrange in regular order, it follows :
A- , 
-y y + z Z
F












+ terms of forth order.
We shall give the value of terms of fouLth rank in the Chapter. IV.-: 
Furthermore, in this C.ha pte r :, we consider points located in
the plane I kX Y).
Therefore with z = o
In these conditions 6' =
x * /cos 


















+ ,3 sin t
'e
- cosa) + z( 2
c2 - o008
R
(-4 - oos. O
R
)




-- - -: __ ___ ___ _ __
_ · ____ __i_l___L_
.I
-I
- .2 y z Y y Z
t 2_






Obviously, one calculateskB, M4C and MD in the same way.




First recording point C













As a matter of fact, the point B is not necessarily the image but
the point at which one decides to calculate the optical aberrant
path. One can consequently vary the position of B until one obtains
an optimum value of aberrations.
The point B determined in this way is then really image of A.
Substituting MA, MB, MC, MD by their developments in the
following expression : (eq 4io)





Therefore IA+ I B (I C - I D) -
JA +Is -
In these conditions :









- C0B0 + / 
B
- ( -i
(J/C -D ) . -
ReprodUced from
best avadable .copY.
(sin" - sin J)J
3 - 008.- k A (cos f-
R I |ICo






























- cos/3 ) -
a
Ž4 A
?N O L (o
- o008 )
R
- sin J ( j-
7 1 ,t Rcos R
To have signification, the series expansion must have at least





























fulfil the following expression :
(46)| sino<+ sin/ - kX (sin - sine) = 0
Ao
If we write dC X o
sin g - sin cK'-
we obtain : (( sin o( + sin /3 ) - K /%
that is the classical formula for the gratings.
Tee rays IA and IB are corresponding by diffraction on the
goiting of grooves-spacing Crin the order, K
Now, precisely the quantity d - A o is the pitch of the
sin ~'- sinj
interference fringes produced at the vicinity of the surface _
top, by the two coherent points C and D emitting a radiation
\ o.
Then, the relation sin ~< + sin/3 - i A (sin Y- sin J ) 0= is met.
,\ o
In the next report we shall explain the consequences that can be
deduced from the terms of second and third orders.
Relation between aberrant optical path and.image quality.
At last, we must point out that it is possible to determine
the widening dy and dz in a chosen plane from the aberrant
optical path using the relation of Nijboer.
dy = cos 4v A - sin i m a
cos sin 
dz - sin P + cos c C
cos b sin ' 3 4o
. . ./. .
n ° 1D-
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here is the uthalgle of./. the pupil.




Y - H Cos Lj













IV- - SPHEdICAL ABERRATION
STUDY OF THE ABEi&ANT PATH OF FOURTH DEGREE.
In the Chapter IIIf we have mentioned the value of the terms of second
and third degrees of the aberrant optical path.
bow we are going to study the value of fourth order term.
Let us remind that A M -"i[ + 8 -
1 ' 2 8
So, the term of fourth degree may be written :
( y2 + Z2)2 ( 4
4R2
- x )- 1
4R3 8f 4
A
x ( y2 + 2 ) 2 +
8e 4 2
, , .'" C
( y2 + z2 )2
B
x (y2 + 2)2 + 12
4R$4 16





( y y + z z)2 (y2 + z2 ) _ 5 x 16
1 2 8- 8
F
( y Y + z ) 4 j
G
. ./. .
+ e 3 It e 
16 - 128
1
. . . .22. 2,
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Let us group th-e terms A + C










Let us group the terms E + F + G :
E + F + a - ( y + Z)2 f
4,,, .,
3 (y2 + Z2 ) ( 1
- x ) - 5 ( y Y + z z)2
R 2V2
2 )+
- 3 ( y Y + z z)
4 e5




5 /_ 2) 3 .2
64 6 3 .2
Finally the value of the fourth order term, for A M, is :
- 1
8P3
( y2 + ,2)2 ( 1 - 2 x )
R
3 ( yy + zZ)2
Wt5 ,I.
'Y2 ( 1 - -
R 6
+ Z2 ( 1 - -
R
We use the same
Z - O so X 
hypothesis as previously i.e.
0ooBs (
y - a sin k

























Then one can write :
(y2 + Z2)2
8R2
(~I - 0o ' -C o ) C- C (y 2 + 2)2 ( I - 2 coso' )
P R -2 82 - R
( Y )2 [ y2 ( - cos - sin ) + 2








F (y4) = y4
now to study successively the terms in y 4, y3 Z, y2 Z2
written : F (Y4), F (Y3 Z). etc.
4 ( 1 - co2s- CooS ) -1 ( 1 - 2 cos)+ 3 s in2 _
8R2 . R .8e2 , 4 2 
- cosB -.- 5 sin -c)
R 6
y 4 (.1 - coo3)- cos2 - 1 +2cosa + 3
.R2 -e R 8R2 8t3 4e2













._,f= ¥4 8R2. 2
- o08s )
R
- 1 (cosc- 1)2 + 3 sin2( 
8? R -e 4, 2 ,




1.-- 3 sin2 c
4 e2
0oo8e) -1 (i - coes) ( -















- Cos O )- I ( I
R . 8 .. E
- .co20) (- - CSoC'-
R -e R
6 sin2_)-1 sin4"
-e 8 . 3
F (Y3 z) -


















= y3 Z y zYZ y
e4
3 ( 1 - Coo8c
2 ~- R
- sin 2- )








('5) % ' - /, - ,








This term is zero if Z - o.
Term in Y z
F (Y2 Z2 ) = y2 Z2 1 ( 4 -coso- os2) -




- 2 coso 1 )
R
( 1 008 f< - 5 sin2 0 ) +' 3 sin2 ( 
4 2 2R 6 -




(sin 2 - cos, )-
2e R


















- cos)2 :3 
a I -. ;-4
-1 (i
- .4- e ,
2 cos8)+ 3
H 4
sim2: (1 - ooPq: )}
V2 4 R
- Coe2<)+, .' 2 _- cost )
-R2 4 42 -e Ia


















F (Y3 Z) - Y3 z y z 3 ( 1 - cos( - in2 )
I4 2 - R 47
n ° 26
(
Z ° O ." 
.. .
( I - 0osc)-
. . ./. .
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Term in Y Z
F (Y z3 ) . y 6 y z ( 1 - x
4Se5 R




( i - cos c)
i H 4- 7 4 - 7
This term is zero if z - o.
Term in Z 4








( 1 - x - 56 2 2))
R 6~ 2
8R2=z(1










y z3 y z 3 ( 1 - cos ) - 5
I -4 2 1 R 2 V
f )
































- cos< ) -
R
( . - cosB 
R
So the term independant of z may be written :
F (Z4 ) = Z4 ( q- Cos 9 ) 1 -i (1-cos)  - c )
8 A^ R | '4A 2 -A H
Therefore, in the hypothesis z = o one can sum up
of expansion of AM :
the fourth order term






C0o) ( 1 - COS C -
H R e R







-[ - 1 ( 1
l41H2 4, - '
[- cos< )R I1R2 - 1 ( I - os0 )1~ R





























Obviously, one calculateaB ) MC and KD in the.same way.
One substitutes MA MB MC and MD by their development in the following
expression :
' - KA + MB - A 
Ao
kMC - MD) - 9
n° Z9
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FT - ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF THE STIGMATIC POINTS
We have seen in Chapter II - 2 ( page no 4,and. following) that a
group of three points (0, C and H) had stigmatic properties when
firstly the source A and secondly the image B were placed at these
points.
In that case we know that :
a) the construction points C and D are :
D is at O so 8 D ' R and IJ o
C is anywhere




Let us consider the Fig. no 5 of the Chapter II, or the Fig. n° 14.
We know that, if C and H are harmonic conjuguates with regards to the
diameter of the circle (0), H is the stigmatic image of a point source A
located at 0 for the wavelength Ati.
Let us apply the relation
sin c+ sinp . R A ( sin- sincf)
Xo
CJ= o
i' --? sing H = -KA '
Ao
de have h A Mi
Ao
sinpH = ,sin I
DH - R ( -e- )
In the triangle I 0 C
sin ~ =- sin 1= sin ti
sin ) - sin •
R R
('4)
Particular case of grazing incidence.
We suppose that PR - n o(- o
2
-- o (in fact we use the grating under the converse condition












-C - R cos Y
H - ' R cos =- R
t (
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lt - STUDY OF THE ASTIGMATISM -
Study of no-astigmatism conditions at a given point.
Study in the general case.
VI--l-- ie have seen that the term of second degree may





x - Z )
R" 2
- 2 y'z Y Z]
X..
expression that leads for z - o to the value of
path as follows :
(2) y 2 _ r
cos2 < - cosos
2 1 A
the aberrant optical
+ Cos2?3 - cos /3 
tB . R
[ (cos2 - C0 o ) .(c os -1
Z'c R D R




( - C08 )
L eC R
- ( 1 -cosf )1i
-eD R
For a given point source A ( fA o) the coefficients of y2
respectively the locus of sagittal and tangential focals.
T 0O cos 2 - cos0 + cos2 - cos P - k 







- (cOS2J C-cos )c a J











S = 0 
-A





Obviously, as a rule, the curves XTB = f 1 (3) and 4SB ' f 2 (/)
are distinct.
Of course, for a spectrograph, we shall consider the tangential focal
surface as being the image surface.
Under such conditions, the height of the tangential focal, for a
point object, is given by
h T 5 YM _ B - T B
iS B
In this formula Y m is the height of the pupil.bloreover, we have
the relation
sin O + sin -. · (sin ' - sin S)
So, T = o may be written :




(cos 2 f - cos )
-CP R
We can write :
(29)
By proceeding in the
same way for the
equation S- o and
by writing
4- cos/3. - sin< + sinf
R sin r- sin J
-(cos2 f - cos ) 1- 
'D D R


























(30) T= 0 become 
T- cos - cos~ + cos0/3- co - (sin + sin) KI - 0
R -B ra KoS - o becomes R
(34) S - I - Cost + 1 - cosl - (sino( + sin) K3
'A R 'SB R KO
From the equations T = o and S - o we obtain :
1 T B R R4A COs2 
(3a) - R c0s2o +/ A (co0s + cosP ) + R A (sin& + sin13) KI
Ko
R ?AS B -
- R + 4A (cosC+ cosp ) + R JA (in+ sin 2p + s  ) 
Ko
so hT = Y ( - 4T B )
8s B
h ' co2 [- +2 A( Cos<+cos)+R (sin + sin ) K3
(33) A 
-
-R cos2< +yA(cos <+ cost ) + R -A (sin- + sin?) 'KI
Ko
In order toobtain the astigmatism equal to zero, we must have
ISB - TB. This condition may be written :
cos2 _- R + A(coso(+ cosp ) + R A (sink + sin/ )K3 ]
Ko




R ( o - ) ) ( - co2R Oc s -" Cos 3) - •A (cos,(+ Cos/3 -i - C08 /) + R A0( s i nfl + sin/3 )
( KI
Ko
- K3 cos 2 )
Ko
cos< - cos0 J sin 2 / + sin< + sin/ (^ KI - K3
A R coso0( + CoSP Ko Ko
Co92
cos/3)
This is the necessary condition for having the astigmatism equal to zero.
VI-1-2- CASE OF CONVEJNTIONAL GRATINGS
In the case of a conventional grating KI - K3 = o
the above condition becomes
(35) cos°O - cosP - sin2
R
Let us carry forward this condition in the equation S = o




-(cos'<+ cos ?) + 1
"JSB









Placing side by side
(36) JA - R cos0+ cos /
sin /3
et -B -' R cosf- cos 3
sin 2
we observe that, in general, either2A orlB must be negative in
order that the two relations may be simultaneously satisfied.
Therefore, generally, there is no sblution to avoid the astigmatism
with a conventional concave spherical grating.
WADSWORTH MOUNTING.
However, there is a special--solution
if ? = o In this case JA -
and -B R
1 + coso_ It is the Wadsworth mounting.
VI-1-2-2- ASTIGMATISM OF THE CONVENTIONAL GRATING ON THE ROWLAND CILCLE.
In the case of
written in the
(38)
conventional grating, the focal's height may be
general case :
Rowland case 4A R cosoc
2 ( Cos 0~+ Cos P ) 2 2
sin P- cos ( coo(+ cos ) - cos< + cos 
2
cos,((coso< + cos , ) - cos b<
(39)
. . ./. .
(37)
R (cos< - cos/)
h--T Y Di sin -_
1 - R cos2 o
iA cosCK + cos ?
In the
hT M Y
that is the classical formula.
I-I
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DETERMINATION OF THE RELATIONS OF NO-ASTIGMATISM IN THE HOLOGRAPHIC
GRATING CASE. -
If the condition to avoid the astigmatism is satisfied (eq. 34) it
follows that :
1 - sin2P + Bin + sin P
2 2
JA COBs - COBs CoB s - COs/
( KI - 1'3
Ko Ko
cos0 )
Let us carry forward in=theiequation.
















so, for obtaining in Bo
Ifor the wavelength ABo,
may be solved :
+ sin& + sin/P
cos~t - 0os/3
an image of the
it is necessary




source point A without astigmatism,
that the following four equations
./. .
r,' -9.. -
VI - 2 -
( KI - K3
Ko Ko
cs 2/3 )
So, o (eq. 31)
Jobin-Yvon
_ ' - sin2 
R (cos-/ - cos/)
I - s ins
B R (cosB4- cos8)
+ sin( + sin f
2 2
cos 2o - cos
+ sin-,-+ sin /
2 2d- ~g)
( KI - K3: cos2o )
Ko Ko
(K3 cos 2 - KI )
Ko Ko
KI ,- cos 2 _ - Cos 
-PI-_C R
with Ko - sinY - sin J
and "eA' ' B C and -D
- C082 - Co0 J)
: D R
( __- cos )
'D ' I R
essentially positive terms.
Comment : We know that one can gather the conventional grating's equations
from the holographic grating's equations when writing
KI - K3 - o. .
The previous equations applied to the conventional grating
lead to , .sin2.
-A R (cos<- cosp )
=I- Sin21 - - si  C./
4 (cosc<- cos )
We point out that there is no real solution to that problem since,




VI - 3 - CONDITION ALLOWING THE EXTENSION OF NO-ASTIGMATISK PROPERTIES
TO'THE VICINITY O0 THE CORRECTING POINT.
We are going to establish the relations aiiowiag the astigmatism to be
equal to zero as well as 4. L nd 3_ _._
We are going to determine rapid2y these >zeiations in the general case ;
1i.e..~ ~ so as to.apply them to the; i nfigurations in which A and Bo ?I
are linked by the 'relations of stigmatism.''' .;
We know that the r'elation ruling the no-ea tigmatism between a. object point..
A and an image point Bo (for the wavelength A Bo), is :
co:s- cos - ein2/B + sin(- + sin/ +i:n ,K:I
?f~~A Rcoso + cos/P. Ko
that may be wr
cos4( - cos P
e A
Deriving
sinP - 2 sinr
eA R
- sin0 + sin P
cos08 + cos/ 
ritten :
- sin2 A + KI
R Ko










Deriving mae again :
cop/ - 2 cos2P +
'eA R
1 + t6 eP ) cos2 P - 2 0osP inp
2












( e. It 9 k 34)
K3 - Cosp Snp (1 + & r,:+' cosb + 0 2/
~Ko L2 2[o x 2 xl 2+ /-2 2
- 2 cos2p k.-l - sin2 P 
2 2 cos2 +/ 
2
This group of three equationsis written as follows :
cos8t-cOs .- sin2 
tA R






sing- sin2I + 1 KI






- sin2 2 ct+ )
2
cosoP- 2 cos2 + KI
--- A - R Ko
sin "(< +P
3, ,2 cos +_
2
- K3 [- sin. ? + cos2'/
Ko Cos2 +P 2 cos3
2
- 2 o0s2 t < + 3]
2 ,
We may dtermin the une own quantitle. A '
From the equation T w 0 or S - 0
_4 _-.




KI and '3 from these three equations..
Ko Ko
~B is determined.
- cos (+ cos P K3 (sink + sin )
R ICo
-










I- 4VI  AFOC LS ' HEIGHT
W a have established the relations conditioning the no-astigmatism at a
determined point Bo and then for a point B closed to Bo, 10) in the first
order and 20) in the second order.
If these relations are verified, we may now determine what is the value
of the slit height.
We know that 'T -Z m ( 1 - T B ) - m SB -T B
ASB S B
and we have determined the general equation of hT from the equation giving
the valuesT B and ISB in the general case (Equation 3) 
|kET -Zm [|-cos2 1_-R+ 1 A (oos + c3) + RA (sin-+ sin ) K3
- R cos2 + /A (cosq+ cos/) + R A (sino<+ sinp) KI
Ko
(Equation 33) -_>
4e may write T - Z U
V
with U - - R cos2 + A (coso+ coss) + ;1 PA (sino(+ sin$ ) KI
Ko
- cos2 - R + tA (cos4+ cosp) + R A (sino+ sing) K3
* V - - R s o + (COs-+ cosf) + R A (sine + sinR ) KI
. ./. .
a
. ! . C . '
We may write :
R(cos2-coso2)+A (cose+ cos,)(1-cos2f)+ R4A(sincessinsi)( KI - K cos)
- R coscw + YA (cos + cos ) + R A (sin + sin) KI
Ko
~~ h C1CA R cose + cosP Ko Ko
T Zm
ZA~(0o8 <+ C0 s)r -co cos
(c8 CpI)f we4
-. ' ; If we
*
+ 1 + sin J3+ sin KI ]
R cosc + cos8 Ko
suppose co8c + co a? I 0o:
I _-_:~
(44 )
We identify at the numerator of the formula (g4f ) providing
condition of no-astigmatism already determined. ( 34 ).
hT, the
Now, let us suppose that the condition of no-astigmatism is really fulfiled.
The focal's height, for a point B close to Bo will be obtained by developing
the function hT ( ) according to the Taylorgs formula;
-.,,,f. ,
J ',(P+ ,) (to) +-O /(P) + ' , ") (. ') + 
in which the function /() is ~the function hT (P )
' (I o)
Therefore, if hT (/.,) - 0 the focal's height, for the poin.t B
corresponding to the anglego+ e , will be given by
.. */.l
osp- coso( + sin2 P + sin" + sin? ( KI - K3 cos20 ')
h T -':A: . R C cos + cosP Ko Ko
cos + 1 + sin + sin/3 KI
(cos,+ cosp) .A R. . O +c cosr Ko
... /..
.. ./..
hT (P + 9) = h'T ( t )
Then, we may write hT ( P ) - U
V
So h'T ( f ) : U'. 1
V
_ UI . U
V.2
However, we have just supposed that hT ( ) 0 i.e. 1.- O
Under such conditions h'T ( P/ ) is reduced to U /. 
V
On the other hand, 1Jt is the derived of the numerator i.e. of the
equation ( 34 )
We may then deduce that :
- sinJ + sin~2.+ 1 KI 1 -





- sinZP /t +))
Z




is zero, we may reason identically and we observe that :
sin <+
- cosP + 2cos2P+ KI 2 - K3





cos 2B sin o_+ P
2
2 cos3 0+ P
2
- 2 cos2 .+ J
- cos82 C
(cosoL+ Co sA




One may go on with the reasoning and calculate h"' in the event of
h tT -0. However, the calculation becomes complex and it is advisable
to refer to the general formula of hTe
(45)








VI - 5 STUDY OF THE ASTIGMATISM AT TANGENTIAL INCIDENCE.
Now we suppose that o( n
2









Let us write that the









+ I + KI
R Ko
When writing 'A and B have to be positive, obviously we obtain the
condition :
EXTENSION OF THE ASTIGMATISM'S REDUCTION.
We wrote that the condition
cos- - cosiP - sin2P + sin + sin2 /
R
cod* + cos P
( KI - K3 cos08 )
Ko Ko
was valid for the pair A and Bo.
. .. /. .
(4° )
- '1 + sin P ( KI
2
Cos /







Now, let us write that this condition is not only valid for the Bo point
but also at the vicinity of Bo.
Let us consider the particular concerned case ` p = g
2
So, the condition may be written :
- Cos6 sin2 p + 1 + sin P KI




cos / ( d' + inrP)
We have P= Po+ 0 with 9 small. Let us developtaking no account of the
terms in 05 or terms higher order in 1 .
= - cos I cos 0 + sin PD sin 9
- cos (Po+ 0)
LA
- - cos 0 (
AP 1
.2
.... sin (Po+ e)
-eA
_ 0_ - at )0 2
2
( sin /o cos 8 + sin & cos ,o)2 ,
R
sin2P. ( I +
KI I + sin I K]
Ko coq / Ko (
R
2




Li +etp.+ ( I +&Ypo ) 2 ]
2
(1 + sinp ) - - K3 coso[ 1+ sino ( I +
Ko













We may group the terms in 6 and in 0
Terms in 6
- 2 sin2 P° + KI
R 6tl/3 Ko [sin PoCOSPo












- K3I cos/Po- _ 7o ( 4 + sin130o) 
Ko L
Terms in 84








- 1) + KI I
Ko cos$3o
[ ( +1 P/3o) ( 1 + sin/3.)
2
- sin °o + sinPo
2 Ko
cos 13° - cos2Po + KI 2 sin Po + sin2 Po
2 eA R Ko 2 cos 3 
o
- sin P° - ( 1 + sin °) - sinio
2 2







t-g PO COS/Po ( I + sin )P)
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So we have the equations :
P ° sin2?° + 1 + sin?' KI -
I R cospo Ko
sin2Po+ I + sinPo KI - K3 (
R cos2/o








KI + K3 ( cos/o+
Ko Ko : 
2 sin2/o)
Let usB resolve the equations :
- cos o sin2P +1I + sinf KI
A KoR cos 8o
sinP sin 2 Po + -1 + sinP° KI -
2 Ko
'eA R GoB fl Ko
COB· ° 2 cos2° P
R
+ ( -1 + sin /o) x
cos3 Po Ko
Let us add O + '. :
. .-









( coso/+ 2 sin2p. )
















Let us add O x sinp + O x cos8 :
2 sin Po - sin3Jo + ( 1 BinPo) 2 Cos/3 K
R .co2 sPo Ko
- cos o K3
Ko
Let us write now
O x cos2 po+ 0 x 3 sinp0
-2 cos4/3 - sin 2lo Cos2 + 6 sin2Po - 3 sin4 Ao +
R
2 + 3 sinp. - sino + sino + 6 sin2 i + 3 sin3 :o
Cos6 /3.
Finally we obtain :
KI
Ko
- I 2 + sin2 cos P
2R (1 + sinp)3 .
KI o
Ko
by replacing KI by its value in the equation
Ko
/-" we have'
K3 _ I sin p (
Ko R cos3P
For example, by carrying fotrward
( we have
2 - sin 2 ) - 2 + sin2 /
2 (1 + sin? ) '
the KI and K3 values in the equation
Ko Ko
14
(4,) COBs/ 2 cosZ/3 0 - 2 + sin2 /. + 1 + 4sinPo
IA R 2R (1 + sinpo)cosf . R cos 2 O
- 2 + sin2 /0
2 (I + sinpo)





. .. /. .
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VI-5-1- BEING CONDITIONS OF SOLUTIONS
We are going to seewhether, in the case of the holographic grating,
it is possible to get values of -C 4D f and Jin such a way that the
Bo point (ŽB'  o) may be without astigmatism.
We have seen that when o& 4 n
2
o '2
A R cos0/ cos p Ko Co
1 1 + 1 + sin! KI
JB R Co cos os2 Ko
Let us write that -A andJB are positive.
We have the unequalities
11 + I + sinP KI 0
8 cosp cos2 Ko
-si 2 p + I + sin? ( KI - K3 cos2 < 
oo2 Ko Ko
R c08# osp fos
or KI> - C08 
Ko R (1 + sinp )
KI - K3 os2C < - cos/P sin2 
Ko Ko R ( 1 + sinp )








R ( 1+sin P )
K3 cos2/ > Coo sin2 P
Ko
R (1 + sinp )
which gives the conditions as follows :
K3 cos - cosP sin2 > KI > - COB /
Ko R (1 +sin ) Ko R ( 1 + sin )





We can replace KI
Ko
2 S - cos - cosJc
D R
- COS - cost
R
and K3 by their value.
Ko






H (I + sinf )
2 + sin2 P





2 + sin23 cos/
.(1 + sinp )3
cosp > - cosP
(l + sin p) R
°r 2 + sin2 < 2
(I + sinp) 2
(-7)
and finally





.Let us use the sme method as regards the second une../lity
Let us use the same method as regards the second unequality
- cos P sin2 I
R (I + sin/p )
.' 
with K3
· Ko 1R cs3R cos3
-I
2R
2 + sin2 p
(1 + sin /)3
cos /
sin (2 - sin 
2
/3 ) - 2 + sin2 /3
2 (1 +sin?
So, we obtain :
cos in(2-sin2 )-2 +sinf2 ] -coP sin2 >- 2 + sin2
)] 1 + sin3 2 (I +sin?)3
.2 , 2 2 2+psin P)- 2 + sin/ - c sin 
2 (i+sinp ) 1 + sin/
- I 2 + sin2P
2 ( + slna)3
2 sinf (1 + sin P )(2 - sin2 ) 2 - 3 sin2
- 2 i
-2si /+ sin2/ + 4 sin/- 2 ) - (2
+2sin4 -2+sin'r (1- 8in2)
(-1+sinp)2
sin) (1 - sin)
+sin2P) (I - s in/P)
d + sin /
Simplifying the previous expression :
20
- sin sin + 3 s o
that is always right.









V-I-5-2-ASTIGRATISMI IN THE VICINITY OF THE STIGRATIC POINTS
de have seen that there was stigmatic correspondence between a point H
defined by
sin H - rsin with 0 H
o
and the middle of the grating ( D is at the centre of curvature).
So, the coordinates of A will be :
sin o- in sin 
and the coordinates of B and D :
[,- --e -RRB -RD
P - o J-o
More we suppose 0( 
2
Under such conditions, the equations of no-astigmatism can be aritten :
I KI -K3
Ko Ko
(5)- O * KI -K3
Ko Ko





We had the same equations already in the solution with J ,=
A
KI K3 - I
Ko Ko H
So 4C t
and KI - - coB 
K3 - - cos f
Then it is necessary that - L'n O
There is no solution.
However, if we consider 0 4 o as sufficient, we just need that
KI _ K3 and it is possible to make the grating with any >-angle.
Ko Ko
VI-5-3- FEASIBILITY OF THE GiATING WITHOUT ASrIGATITIS.io
By writing that _ o and _J_ o we have seen that some
values of KI and of (3 allowed to obtain in Bo an image of the point A
Ko Ko
without astigmatism, for the wavelength ABo, and more to reduce that
astigmatism around Bo.
The matter is to know if such a grating is feasible.
cos2- cos2 - C cos J c =
TIC 4D R 
1 - il - cos - cos J K3
, LD H *-.../..
n ° 55
We can obtain I
(St)
and 1 from those equations
-eD













o - KI - K3
ico Ko
1 - 2 + KI + K3
A H Ko Ko










In,that case, we have :
d
-PD
I cos - cos J- I
R cos2 K- cos2 j
1 cost'- cosJ - I
H cos2 - cos2 (
sin2 '
sin2 J
It is necessary that
and
for obtaining a real solution.
VI-6 STUDY OF THE ASTIGMATISM ON THE ROWLAND CIRCLE.
VI-6-1- General Study.
It is a particular and ver






.1 expression of the aberrations :
+ cos2 - cosp - (sinc + sin/3 ) KI
eB R Ko
- cos0( + '
R -4
- cos/3 - (sinc(+ sin/3) K3
R Ko
(co?<C - co.) + sin/' (cos 2 P - cos0 )






cos I'- cos0 J< 1















- Cos / J )
R
- (sin < + sin.p )
+ Y4 ...
The notations are :
Ko - sin-(- sin J
KI - cos 2'
Jce




























We suppose that the point source A and the images B will be on the
Rowland circle, i.e. that the relations
-A R cos <iA 4 - R cos0
'B
are verified.
Then the aberration equations can be written :
- (sink + sin/3) KI
Ko















sin2 oC + sin2 p
R cos HX cosJ










- (sin - + sin p ) 4 
Ko
We know that
KI - K2 - K3
for a conventional concave grating.(ruled grating)
- K4 - o
If we want 1) to have the locus of the tangential focus on the
Rowland circle,
2) to have the coma (term in Y3 ) null on the tangential focus,
it i-s necessary and sufficient that the terms in Y and Y3 should be
zero whatever p is,
i.e. that KI - K2 - o
Under these conditions the holographic grating has the same properties
as those of the conventional grating, i.e. tangential's locus : Rowland
circle, coma equal to zero on the tangential curve.





[sin2d ' + sin2 R cosc R cos P I
sin3 . + sin3 p
2 2 2 R 2R cos08( cospj
whereas in the case of holographic grating, they will be as follows :




















- (sin, + sin P) K 3
Ko
So, we can resolve the system
+ sin2 13 
cos 5 j
I
R (sinoC + sinp )
+ sin3 1 
cos2P R2 (sino<+ sin- J )j2 .3)
in such a way to avoid the aberrations in Z2 (astigmatism) and Y Z2
Let us consider the equations






- Cos - cos2 f
D '
( cos 2 - CosB )
-,C .R




























; We have, 
The system may











cos Jt(- osB -c
2R









This solution consists in locating the C and D points on the Rowland
circle.
Effectively in that case QC R cos and y I
2R
D . ' R cos J and y - I
2R
But, obviouslythat system may be solved in another way.
.We may. obtain X - Y cos J + 1. ( cosY- cosf)






By carrying forward in the second equation
I fI . ,12




- sin - sin Y = o
4H2
It is an equation of second degree in Y for which the sum of the
roots is -
a i.e.
- cosJ (cos - C 0 8o ) sin x .1
R cos2 - os sin2 J- sin /
2
cos o
So we can find out the second Y2 root by writing
a
- Cos J ( cos $- cos J) sin - I
R (os2 J sin 6- cos2 sin J) 2R
Y2 cosa - I
. --TD 2R
1 I -m (cos - cosJ) sin•
InD R (cos2 J sin  - co8 a sin J)
and, by changing (using the symmetry)
cos ---- - cos 
sin '6 ---- - sin 5
+ (cos J- cos6) sin Y




sin-C- y2 sin /
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= (cos - cosc 
R (cos2J sin'
- cosT- cos C
R
f) ( sin-- sinf ) - cosY- C
r- cos2 sin ) R
(Cos - cos J) ( sin z- sin/) _
- cos '- cos j
R (I + sinJ sin Y)






K4 - asin .( 1
ec oC




- -sine sin n(cos(- cosJ) (I -cos+sinsin J (cos .-_ cos )
R (cos 2 f sin '- cos 5 sinJ) 'C a R (cos2cr sin (- cos20 sin )




1 _ -(cos - cos J) sin •
XD R (cos2 f sin Y - cos2 sin J)
1 = -(Cos2 '- coS Jo) sin J
eC i (cos2 sinj - Ccos2 sin J)
K3 - -(cos - cosf) sin Y sin J
H ( 1 + sin-Csin J)






= sin' sinJ(cos '- cosJ) I
R (oos08 sin'- cos2 fsinJ) | D




(6t0) K4 = - sin2 ~ sin2 (co s - cos J)2
R2 (cos2 fsinl- cos2 sinJ) (1 + sin •sinJ)
For resolving our problem : to avoid the astigmatism on the Rowland
circle, we have just to write :
I sin + sin2I j1 = 1 (cosy - cosJ) sin 'sin J
cosso cosB P sino(+ sinp sin- am I + sin -sin 
N·reX i e m t ar i n Z , we have then2
More, if we remove the aberration in Y Z , we have then
= -s I sin6 sin2c (coss- cos 2






VI - 6 - 2 COMPARISON WITH TWO SOLUTIONS CORRESPONDING TO THE ROWLAND
CIRCLE.
We have seen that if a grating is working on the Rowland circle and
if we want the coma to be null, it results that
KI - K2 - 0 .
Under such conditions the equation of the aberrant optical path is :
- Z2 sin2_ + sn2/3
2 R cos.( R cosP
- (in 1t+ sinp )
+ y z 2 cosi3
2 2
+ sin3 /
2 22 cos /








- R cos a
- R cos J
IC - R cos2 fsinY- cos2 sin J
- (cost- cos J) sin J
D
= R cos2 j sin'- cosJ sin f







. . ./. .
One may write ,C and D under another form
11-*, 1;.. , ..
PC - R sin ( 1 - sin2j) - sin ( 1 - sin2 )
- (cos ¥- Cos 0 8 ) sin J
- R sin - sin J
cos - cos J












1 + ssin Y sin J )
sin di







a) solution JC - R cos -(
t- _ R cos J
K3 - I - cos - ( 1 - cos ) -






. . ./. .
(6 4)
4Pc - *R a 1 + sin sin J
ty Y+ S sin S
2





K3 - - (cos - cos ) ( 1 + cos S Cos )
R cost cos ed
K4 - sin ¥ ( I
R cos f R cosy
(66)
- cosy) - sinrJ ( I
R R cosS R cosS
- cosJ)
H





. 1 + sin sin J
sinS
1 + sin ~'sin J
r sin D
r
K3 and K4 have already been calculated in those cases (equations
61 and 62 t )
K3 - - (cost- ,ost) sin sin J
R ( I + sin.sin J)
K4 - 8in2 - sin2J (cos - C08os)2
R2 (, + sin sin J)2 (sin - sinS)
K4=- sin 3 sin3- 1




.I. ./ O I
.../..
We have the two following possibilities :
Comment : Considering the solution type II
K3 -
Ko
- (cosb- coss) sin sinJ
R (1 + sing sinS)(sin&-6ini )
we observe that K4 -
Ko
K4 = sin2- sin2 f(coOs - C20S )2





it Y+ sin J
2
-DR cos o - R . + sin' sin 
2 sin 
KI - K2 - 0 KI - K2 - 0
K3 - -(cost- cosS) (1+cosS cos08) 4 - - (cos'- cosS) sinysin J
R cosI cos R ( I + sin sinJ )
K4 - (sin - siJ K4 - sin2 sin2 J (cos - cos- )
Cos6 C00 2 J R2 R2 (1+ sinY sinJ) 2 (sin-- sinS)
6g
Under the above mentioned conditions, the focalgs heights may be
I calculated.
Using the formula (44 )




+ sinf + sin P
C08o( + COoS




+ -1 + sin< + sin/3
R cosc + o08
Under the RoWland conditions -eA - R cos o
, B - R cos/3
KI- K2 - 0
cos - C08 os + sin2 I/
R cos o R
- K3
Ko
sin° + sin P
cos8( + cos ?
_ + 2o/) R
C08oc + cosp) R
+ 1
R
oo. P - o602- _3 R sin< + sinP
08oso Ko cos°( + cos03
I
1 - coso _














cos P+ co0s - (cosoi+ C0os) - K3 R (sin<,'+ sinR)
hT Zm COs-< Cos8p Ko
cos /3
coso + cos0
In the same way! hT




x cosoC + coo r- ..
o2/Cos 1
( 0 ) may be calculated in the hypothesis hT - 0 i.e.
(sin2 + sin2 /3 ) 
sinp) cos 0C Cos /3
Deriving the condition 4- 0 with respect to / :









One concludes that :
(.D0)




+ sin2 ? )
0C -3
(69)
h - Z m x (sin2 < + sin2 /) - K3 R (sino-+ .in/) o os
cos oC cosp Ko






VII - STUDY OF THE COMA IN A TYPICALLY SPECTROGRAPH MOUNTING.
VII - 1 - GENERAL CASE
I - Initially the equations are :
T = o cos 2 ' 6 - cos < + cos2 ?- coA - (sinc<+ sin?) KI
R PB R Ko
no ;0
= O
C = o sin' (cos2 - cos ) + sin (cos2 P- cosP )-(sin + sin?) K2 =o
$A 'A R B B . Ko
The point A (A' at6 ) is the source point to be considered as fixed
with respect to the grating while the position of the image point
B ( eB, P) depends on the wavelength.
If we choose any condition the equation T = o makes possible to define
the locus of the tangential but, generally, the equation C = o will
not be satisfied.
We designate Bo the image of A for the wavelength Bo and we suppose
that Do is chosen in such a way that the equations T = o and C = o
are simultaneously satisfied.
Then we shall have to determine
A, Bo, KI and K2 so that not only the equations T = o and C = o
Ko Ko 6
may be satisfied but also





Let us consider the Equations T = o and C = o
C may be written :
sinq$(coso-. 1)2 + sin,/ (cos P





(sinc + sinp )
- 1 (sin (+ sin )
4R2
-o
With the same change of variable
T may be written :
cosoC(cosC(- ) + cosp
2R




- coso(+ cos P = o
2 R








We obtain the two equations :






II - We may try to see wether it is possible that the two equations
T = o and C = o may be simultaneously satisfied, whatever P is.
C = o can be written :
x
2
sinO - sinoL (2 + 1 ) + sin 
Ko 4R2
(Y2
If this equation is zero, whatever / is,
simultaneously :
- K2 .- )
Ko 4R2
that involves that












+ K2 + I
Ko 4R2
+ \ K2 + 1
Ko 4R
w
For the time being we do not discuss the signs' meaning.
We notice that those relations imply X = + Y.
Let us carry forward the values of X and Y in the equation T = o
+ \1K2 + 1
Ko 4R2
cosC+ /1(2 + 1
ICKo 4R2
cos3 - KI (sin° + sin/3 )
Ko
- coso'+ cos - o
2R
This equation is to be valid whatever P is.
Let us remark that the choice of the sign + or - before the
first term don't lead to the choice of the sign before the
second term.







We have cosJ= 1 - t 2
1 + t
t = tg 'P
2
sin P- 2 t
I + t
The coefficients of t , t and the independaftim ofT t must be equal
to zero.




Then, the equation can be written :
oK2 + I
Ko 4R2 2R +cos (+
K2 + I - -=o
Ko 4R2 2R






The equations T = o and C = o become then the equations of a conventional
grating and we obtain the Rowland circle solution.
Yet, it does not mean that it is necessarily a conventional grating,
i.e. that e C c -D c when writing KI - K2 = o.
We shall demonstrate that a holographic grating used under such
conditions may have a lower astigmatism than a conventional grating.
Conclusion : The only solution to have T = o
is to obtain simultaneously
whatever P is.







III - Let us consider the equations T = o and C = o as follows :
cos2 C- cops + os08 - Cos/ - (sino<+ sinp ) KI
. 2A R ~-B a Ko
= 0
cos2 8 - cos< )
RA R
+ sinP/ - cos2 fl - cosP )-(sin"-+ sinp ) K2
4B YB R Ko
= 0
Then we are going to determine the parametersQA '/ 4 Bo K1 and K2
in such a way that, these two equations being satisfied, we might




In order to simplify we shall write :
- sin ( KI
Ko
Q - sinc( ( cos2
A A
- cos ) - sin
R
Then the equations can be written as follows :
T - cos22p - cos -
CB R
C - sin P ( cos2 - cos P ) - K2
R
sin 3 + Q = 0
Ko
System equivalent to :
.. cos 2 p -coss -
-eB R
KI sinp + P = o
Ko

















The essential fact is to keep thoroughly the rif
gential.
Therefore, from T = o we are going to obtain -1
and the value will be carried forward in the eqt
From 't = o we have I = 1 sin K CI -
Let us develop with = /3o+ 
C0o (po+O) cos.P coso - sinp0 sin 0
C08 (PO+ ) cos 0 - 0 sinp _ 02 Cos 3 o
2
cospo ( 1- -7o e )
2
_1 +_,to+( I + "o )2 2
cos( r0+O) co8o [ 2 
2 1os" 2 . O[ 1 1 + 2 s~,/, +(-1+t-P. ),e2
sin (P o+ ) - sin, cos s + sine coso 
sin 3 .(I + e _ -2
t; po 2
ght position on the tan-
wi.h P = /o+ e
B
uation C = o.
- P
.cos)
cos 5qI - 2
2
I sin 0 L,'
( by keeping within bounds
( of second degree.
I 1 + x + x2 + ...
( 1- x
(x . Lqt~ P0 + 0 2
so: [ 
-1 = -1 .Li t + ( 1 + ty5po) q 2
XB R cos/ - 2I~~~
+ KI sin P° I +
Ko Cos2P [ &I
t/3"





E + 29 &g o0+ ( 1 + 3
I + tg P_1 -1
s B t3 R cos /3.
+ KI
Ko co
2 & Po +
'ti'p )'j 
+ (_ + / 2
2
+ 2t ¢?,o') + (1 + 3+t?) 8 2
2
( I + 3 t&/Po )2-P
- P I1 +
Cos2°
IV
Let us consider now the coma's expression :
e A = KI sin2I - P sinfl - -K2
Ko 4B 4B K




- P sin P
--: KI sin2/3
Ko R cos/




































Ko R oos, R Ko
sin2 eO
CO8 7
L1-+(8 -2P° + 2 ) +
t7/po
( 1 + t&pO - -1 ++ 2)0
2
tg/2o
KI lin2p3 1 + ( tgo + 2 )9 + 
R Ko cosJ po 2
+ t¥ot, + -:
+ 2 -P3o ) 0+






+ 2t)/,o+ 1 ) &+ (
&~/o 2








- P _Ko cosi

















- ~P KI sinL2 , I + (2 b/ 0+ 2 ) (9+ (4 + 3 ]/, o + 1 & 2
Ko cos PO ta 7P 9 to
(f)\o Bin3 /O2 KIo 2(Ko) sin 3 Pocos2foC B f [
+
E5Po








ll' · I s,,&,.
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[-1 + (26d + 2 + 1 ) + (4+3&jgp6 + I
t-2 Po & 'Po
+ 2 + 2
&;t'o
- P sin P - P sin !
R COB / R cosro







)I* + rpo+ ( ! +Io ) J2
2






+I Vo ) o + ( 1 + :/o )-&2
- P KI sin2f term identical with the above calculated one.
Kio C082
+ p2 sin /
2J
o0p /3
p2 sin / o
2
COS 0o
( 1 + c
6-0 p
m p2 sin o 
2.
1 + (2 t-po+ I ) j + ( I + 3&;3o + 2 - I )








2 + 1 )9 2]








Classifying, we obtain as follows :







- 2P KI sin2 ?,
Ko Cos2 Po
+ (& 7 fo +
+ (2 iPo +
+ (2 t-/,+









- P sin Pt,
R cosJ/3 0
1
I+ p2 sin /P
Co82poo0 O 




+ (2 &/3o + I
, ( I +6-&'/.)& 2J
)&+( + 32/3 ) 6,2
2
- K2 sin PD1
Ko |
+ Q.
( a) 22= P2 sin j 1 + ( 2&/3 + I ) + ( 5 + 3 ) 
2Co8 -, tV/f 6 2
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.- K2 sin/,0 ( 1 + - L )
















+t; Po+ 1 )B2
oP"P
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So, this is the expansion of
C .- KI
Ko
with P - cos20(
A
sin2 P - P sinP - K2
- B XB Ko
- cos0 - sin°&KI = -
R Ko
sinp + q
cos2 po - cosP - sin o KI
LBo a KoJ
Q-sin (cos2 - co) - sin K2 - [sin Po(cos2 Po- cos ro) - sin /i K2
'A IA R Ko - Bo 4B R Ko
As it is supposed the equations T = o and C - o are satisfied for the
pair (A Bo), obviously, if we substitute P and Q for their Ao value
into the equationA C ..., the independent terms of & have to disappear.
4e can check it
AC = KI sin + KI 
R Ko coso 3Ko
sin 3 pD - 2 P KI
sinYpo Ko
sin2 / 0 _
2
cos /3o
P sin P + P2
R cos po
W KI sin 2j + (1KI
KoR cos po Ko










sin2 0 (cos 2 /0






cos. -" KI sin?.)2
PBo - R Ko
sin /o.
C2 Cos ~







- sin Po (cos2 - cos _°) + K2 sinpo =












Let us determine now the terms in 0 and 61by substituting into (6)
P and Q for their value.
a) Term in KI sin I








2 ) " +
I + (gPo







+ I+ 1 )2
- Ri o cos o t 0 2 - LPo
2




l- + ( 2 /fo + 3 ) I +
o el
2
(11 + 32 t o+ 3 )




+ (2 t&3o + 2 )
. /Po
















































R [I + (2t¢Po + 2__IA ) +(5+3t po )02e t 13 2
(85) - 2 KI
Ko
d) Term in K2 sin /fo
Ko
- K2 sin fo 1 +
IK~o L '" a3o
82
2 j + K2 s:.(o





































(Cos 2 o - Cos/B") sin P
Bao R Coso2,
E1+(2 Y po + 4
[pa
+ 3 t ?Po )tO
2








- (co 2PO - Cos Po)
2Bo R
(2 t&fo + I 
+ sin 3°-o &2/ 3- ( 3
R cos0o 2
0 + ( +3
2
+ 2 t7 1 tpo 0 )
?% t) & 2

















+ 2 KI sin2 PO
Ko cos2po















+ 1 ) O + (5 + 39 /3f
'%/3 z2
R;_____ ; p 9.+ ( 3
R 2
+ 2 &t,7o ) d9 2 




(Cos2 f° - C0os PO )
-- B a 0 
8in 0t ( 2;/3 + I )




Cos08 + (C082 P - C08 P-)
.eBo R
( 2 t- o/3 +

















+ K2 sin P°.
Ko 2










































de must add to those equations T = o
C = o
VI-2- STUDY OF THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION : Bo ON THE ROWLAND CIRCLE.
Let us consider the equations T = o and C - o written as follows (p4)
oos
2
/ - cos o - KI
4Bo XR Ko
sin ( KI sin o - P
-9Bo Ko
An evident solution of C = o is
sin'fo + P - o





Ii· Q -a K2 sil
Ko
If we carry forward P in T = o it results that
n Pr
_. cos 3o = O
R
Bo is over the Rowland circle; yet it is not proved that A is over
the Rowland circle, namely that the spectrum is not necessarily





















sin o - P - cos 2B - COB
-A X






- cos eS,) - sin o( K2
R Ko
- R cos/o
the equations (g) and (59) for that specific case
sin uo- K2 cos Po - o
Ko









. .. /. .
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We can write (92) taking account of (si) :
+ (KI)
\;Ko/
sin 0 + KI
R Ko
We may divide by KI - ... 1KI
Ko Ko






-_ - ( e o. + I )
R e; p0
= I KI &'PO ,
R Ko







BinITOco COS c 
1
c2oCos P~O
Let us introduce into the tangential :
- cos' + C cos2 C - (sin o + sin+ )
R H 4 H
- (__ cCs2 -
(94) { to which
Cos0< + (sinO(+ sin/.) d
R R sinpo cosp0
we must add :




Ko - sin -'- sin c
KI
R Ko cos P























Let us introduce into the coma : - . ...
sin' (cos2 - os)+ sin(Co - cos P)-( sin"&+ sin/ ) K2 - o
4A - A R "Bo /Bo R Ko
(9e) ~asin C (cos o( ) + (sink + sin o) - o
,A , H R2 cOH2?0
VII-3- DETERMINATION OF USE CONDITIONS.
From the above mentioned equations, we have to find outwhether it may be
effectively possible to determ4ne the 4A 4B o and/o values.
From the equations (94) and (95) we have :
sin ati - (sin<.+ sin3 0) + sinc + sin   +/ o
R sin0o COSPo R2 cos2
We divide by sino + sin/3O
cos P
_ = R sin& (96) Conclusion : Ocand o have to be of same
tA-- = sign.
More, we know that -Bo = R cos/3 o
so --A - 0
sin/n°( sink nyo
By carrying forward (s6) in (94) or in (95), we have
cos - cos a + sin 0 + sin ° = o




cos o< ~&pb- COs ( + sin'<+ sino = 0o
asin Zo sin locos a
/O 
(6 i) coso0( &-p/o --1) + sinhc+ sin/3o o
I B sinpo cos Po
.4
This is the relation that must link OCand ~ so as to be able to use
the grating, providing that it might be possible to do it.
We may try to transform the relation (9S) by using the following
notations
2
(99) may be written :
cos -(sin Po cos i - I)
cospo sin o
C00sc (sin %o coosc- cos
sinc
+ sino + sin Po
sin /o COS / o
= 0
Po sin o4 ) + sin'< + sin P3  o
sin3 o
cos- sin (p -o ) + ? sin W cos C - o
- 2 cos L(sin - /3
2
cos - P + 2 sin Lu cos 1 - o
2
cos 0( <- sin M (9s)
sin q
VII-4- DETERMINATION OF LMANUFACTURING CONDITIONS.
The question is to determine i C JfD in such a way that :






( K = COs2 - cos 
_ C R
-(cos 2 J - co )
-5 R
( Ko = sin" - sin CJ
Simplifying hypothesis :
We suppose 4 = H cos J
i.e. that D point on the Rowland circle.
KI I cos 2 - C Ko
4C R H sin / 0 COS0o
X2 - sin (cos2 - cos {) -










-C °,o Conclusion : P and •5have to be of same sign.
By carrying forward in KI :
cos2 + 2P - cos ( = - sin - sin cJ




Cos 2 p - cos ' sin Y- -sin2 x + sin c
sinp cos3 sinI Cos/P
C, P _ t} "'. -_ gt t Y' + sin c
sinP COB sinr COBp
that may be also written :
sin -C
Cos2 YCOS -
coRs2i P - cos R






- sin -- __ _ '
cos 0 sinP Cos0
sin (p -r') - - sin2 r
cos ~ sin B
sin (p -3 ) - sin -f (- sini
_ - Ko









sin (? - C) . - Ko sin -'
sinp cos'
Conclusion : Asp and ]fare of same sign and that Ka > o, <must be >/3.
I .. /..
sin '6
t' P - ts -_ Kl in' o





Let us taKe a simple numerical example :
6. 600








sin J- sin ' - Ko
?-C ' H sin <
t-7/
- 0,7217.
sino(+ sinp. A I
Xo
Let us choose arbitrarily cr = 45 °
\/2 2 4881 
2 2 4880





- R x 0,707 . 1,2247 R
0,5773
- R Cos, -
D - R cosB -
0o,886 R
0,6922 R
One could check that the equations T = o, C - o d c, (O. o) and
D' C ( 8' - o) are effectively zero with those parameters.
. .. /..
P - 30 °





The choice is not attractive as it leads to A Bo = 4,19 P . However,
it proves the feasibility of the system in spite of conditions arbitra-
rily given ( B ' R cosP - -D - R cos B ).
Comment : For having a large number of grooves, which seems interesting
for the far U V region, Ko must be large; so, if possible,
i and Jmust be of opposite sign.
Let us consider the equation (09) underthe following form :
sin ? cos?
_- + Fe + * sin f sin 6
sinp Cosp Cos2B ,
Since and ( are of same sign
Let us suppose C and P > o it needs r<o
' td 2 _ t- & + to P <. 
sinp cos?
The minimum of the function is achieved,





, .sin P cos P
- sinPl cort--+ t-y?. t,1p - sin P cos P
22








--- cos2 1/ > 4 impossible.
We can choose the sign for 6 and p arbitrarily. If we choose it
negative, the same reasoning leads to the same impossibility.




----, In this simplifying hypothesis
B4 W R cos P
J4D - R cosc 
itisLimpossible to obtain I and J with opposite sign.
The minimum value is reached for t ~ - sin / cos /
2






. sinl ( 4 - cos2 P )
cos /3
sin J - 2 cosft'p ( 4 - cos2P )
In this case sin ( - ) - - o sinf
sinr cost
may be written
sin (p - ) - - Ko cosP
2
Ko -- 2 sin (P - )
cos ?
Let us resume the study in the general case.
GENERAL CASEs
Let us consider the equation (g8) and ($g)
K2 - KI
Ko R Ko
t po + (co 2 P° - cos /3o ) [2
Bo R 
/30o ( 2 &#Po + 1)
40Bo t 0P






Ko cos p o
+
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Under those conditions, the equation (57) may be written :
sin /o + KI (sin2
R Co 2cos o
o + cos o+ t;,3 sinPo )
2
+ 2 KI (cos2ft
Ko 0Bo








+3 d s/po )_ t PoR (3+2 t;'., )+sin .(2tapo 1 )-sin po
2 2Rcos o
We can write :
KI sinpjo+ KI I + 2 (COS 2 - cos'b) ( 2 t 'p0 + )
Ko Ko R cosPo eBo R
+ 2 -o ) sin (3 + 4tao)- tnp P+ 3
4Bo R .Bo R 2 2
So, we have an equation of second degree in KI)
Ko
tie are going to study the discriminant of that equation so as to determine
what are the being conditions of roots.
b'2 C
First, let us calculate b by developing
b = 4
2 R cospo













- 1. + sin2 p + I ( '1
-eBo R 2 cos.o
- 2 sin 2 /o cos fo - cos8,e )
COBs p o
- 1 + sin2J" + -1
R4Bo
- 1 + 8in P + 1
Bo R
( - - 4 sin2 o - 2 coSo)
2 cos3o
( -- 1 + 2 jin2 )
2 cosf o
b - I + sin2 /3 
IBo
- 1 -1 + 2 sin2 /p°
R





1 + 4 sin4 po + 4 sin2 ?°
2COs /0
-1 + 3 sin2po + 2 sin4 /3
- ot,
(COB2 - cosP p) 
-tBo R L
- sin2 P/ (3
Bo
+ 4 ty/3 0o)+ sin 2 ?0 ( + 
R Coos0 2 2
( - 3 sin2o/ C0o2 , - 4 sin4/0 ) - 23o
R2 2- 4 S~fl~ ) - ii2 2 2














a) Term in I
-e 0
1 + -2 sinjfs/ + 2in 2 41 3o - 3 sin22 Cos2P
1 + 2 sin 23o- 3 sin23 o (cos2/O + sin 2
( I - sin2 o ) - cos2 /o
--- i Term in d1
t B o





1 + 4 sin4 p 0 + 4 sinPf - 6 sin/p0
1 - 6 in4l + 4 sinf2po - 6 sin/3 0
cos 2 Po
C3oB
COB 2o - 10 sin4 0
2OS I- 1
I
4R2 Cos20[1-6 sin2 /3 0' - 6 i '/s (sin Po+ cos2s )+4sin2 7 c o s / 30 )+ 4 ,fl o I~~~~~~~~~~~= 1-2sin2 po4R2 Cos2/3 
---. Term in I - 1 - 2 sin2 °
2 4 R2 2os0081
















2 2 4 i21 [9 sin20o cosB o + 13 sin 4o - 2 - 6 sin O
-
2BoR Cos?° L
2 < 9 sin PO cos Po + 9 sin 0 - 2 - 6 sinoP
2 tBo" RcCOS [ C
4 sin4 Po
2 '2M P p9 [ n s2 io- 6 s n2 - 2 ]








A must be 0 o.
So, let us investigate if the trinome in I
-PBo
has real roots.
. . ./. .
2- 2 2
- CO2/ + 1 -2 R sin2 ° + 3 sin2 - 2
-B 0o 4 R2 COS/o 2 O R cosio. 
n°JinYn 9Jobin-Yvon
+ 3 sin2o 0- 2
2 JBoR coso
+ I - 2 sin2 P/o
R2 24R COs/3
The roots will be :.
21 21
Bo 2 CosB/
+ \ 1(3 sin 2-2 ) - 4cos 2 Bo( - 2 sin2 ° )
4cos2/3 4 cos /t-
1 f2 - 3in2 + V o -2) - 4 cos2p (l - 2 sin )
2 ~~ (%~2 COP
2 coss oi 2 cos po 2 cotru
Let us explain the term under V
9 sin 4 o - 12 sin ?o + 4 - 4 cos o + 8 sin a0 cos .
sin4 ,0 + 8 sin2 0 (sin2 /0+ cos /) - 12 sin2pO- 4 cos/- + 4 
Sin4 o- 4 sin2/3 - 4 os 2o+ 4 - sin4/o
so we have the following roots :
1 % -1 ( 2- 3 sin2 y0 + sin2 0 )
4 cos 3o
M 2 (2 - 4 sin2 ?o ) .
4 cos2/o
- 1 ( 2 - 2 sin2/o ) -
4 cos0 3 0 
2
2










_ Bo - 2 i cos37 °
1 - 2 sin 2/o 
40Bo - 2 R cos P3o
no o00o
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Let us see under such condition
as COS/, is > 0
cos 3 - o
1 - 2 sin2 0






... /..Fig. n° 6
The red zones are the only ones for which we get a real value of KI.
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We may easily demonstrate that, in any case,
1 - 2 s 2in J° ,



















VII-5-STUDY OF THE LIMI.TATIONS
We can use the following equations-.:
- cos08
( a2




- CosB - ( sinY + sinJ3 )- KI
R Ko
- cos¶ )+sinl(Co 
R eB -4







+ sin/) K2 - o
Ko
K o"
( 2 t/o +
.1 )_
t; vg
= o' -o- KI sin 2 O (
R Ko cospo
1 + 1I )
2 p 'Po








+ (cos2 / °
'~Bo
First, let us transform
_I: sinfo- K2 COB
R. Ko. . ' Ko
- cosaP) /sino°( 5
R . 2
the equ.tionns ~ C
- : ': 3p
/o+ 2 ItI Cos 2p sin P/
Ko&j --. cos1 o
+ 3tP.) -
R . 2





+ cos2 o sinP/ 2 .$P° + 1
eBo . - t Ao
- sin2 P - 2 KI
R Bo " R Ko




T = o cos0 :









}¢ . . I,
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.. ./..














KI sin2P" (1 +
R Ko 2 cospo




sin o+ KI sin2 /30
Ko 0Bo
( 3t- P2o+ 2)
t&Lp 
- KI sin2P 3 'ttpo+2 + K2 sin Po + cos2po sin 13
Ko R cosp/o &tpo Ko 2 tB o
5 + 6 2t V4o
2
+ cos P° sin - 3 + 4 -ZVPo - cosPosinPo 5+ 6 'pto -sinPbcos°Po(3 +4 t a o )
R2 coSPD 2 R Bo 2 R4&o 2
- KI 1 +cos2o o /+ KI
A Ko 2 cospo Ko
sinro+( s + sin2 ) KI - 2+ sin2 O KI
2 n oBo Cos /o R Ko
cos3 o
= O
- KI sinp0 - K2 cospo+ 2 KI sinpocos/0+ cos/3o( 1 + sin 2p )
H Ko Ko Ko -& 4B o
- 1 + 2 sin 2 o + sin2po - °
R 4Bo R2 Cospo 
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+ K2 sin -o +(5 + sin 2o ) sin Po +(3 +sin 2o)sinAe
KCo 2 24 2 R2 2 60~ ~~CS3
-( 5+sin2/o)
2R o
- sin f° 3 + sin2 p°
cos po 2 R ,3o
2sin2/3) + KI t
Ko
sinl/0+ (2 +sin 2 ?p) KI
Ko Bo
+ K2 sin p 
Ko 2
+ sin Po (3 +
2 22 R COSo
sin2sin P)- 4 + sin3 P
°
R 4Bo
-KI 2+ 3 in 2p+ fKIo Z inp+ 2 + sin 2o) KI + K2 sino 
R Ko 2 cos o (2 iKOJBo Ko 2
+ (5+ sin 2 r) sinfo i2° sin Po + sinO( 3 + sin )
2 o2
2___ R Bo cosPO 2 R cos /0
_ _ 
.~~~
Let us replace K2 by its value
Ko
K2 si 
- I sin 2 po
Ko 2 R Ko 2 cos 0o
+ KI sin2 Po + sin °
KoBo 4 0 2 BZo
( + sin2 /o)
- I + 2 sin2 P, sinP o + sin3 p





R Ko 2 cos /o







. .. /. .
r






We have to obtain the same result if the equation (69) is developed.
KI\ sinpo+ KI 1
(K2 RKo cospo
-2cos po(2sin2 +cos ]L+ 2KI
I cos2 Po -eBo Ko




+COS sin (3 cos 2 o +4sin2 o)
0os0 54 o R0B
"Bo 2oosPo
( 3 + 5 t5 )
2 -
that is right.
Let us consider the equation in 1
V
(3 +sin2 P-) sinP +
-eBo
2 ( 1 + sin2 /o) KI - (i
Ko
sin/o - KI + 2 sin2 o +
H Ko CosoP
sinpo(3+2 sin 2/ .o)
2R2 cos2/o
The equation (75) should have a real and positive root in 1
-eBo
. . ./. .
(i,°)
- (I 1+ 2 sin 2 o+ KI + 2 () KI +(3+inP) sin t
R Ko COS (( + s2Bo Ko 2B& o
-(9+4sin 2 o) sin + sin0( 3 + 2 sin2P) = o















Let us calculate the determinant
( '1 + Bsin2o) - (9 + 4 sin2 ' ) sin PO
2R coso Jpo
EKoKIot sin PoR- KOR Ko
- 4 ( 3 + sin 2/) sinpo
I + 2 sin2 P ° . + sin Po(3 + 2 sin2P, )
cos/ o 2 R2 co082 i
Term in KI
Ko
jKI) 4 | (1+ sin4o2 sin2 o) _ 4 (3 + sin2 o) sin2 po - 4 - 4 sin2/o





+sin2 Po) (9+4 sin2po)sinP + 2( 3 +sin20) sin P?(1+2sin /)
cospo







(9 + 4 sin2#b)2 sin2 fl -
4R2 cos2PO
3 + sin 2o) sin Po
cospo .
4 (3 + sin2 Ao) ( 3 + 2-sin 2 ?p) sin2P/
2 22 R cos o




















The determinant may be written :
inr2 3o (sin2 o - 3 )2 - 9 x 4 sin2 °ocOs2 P
R2 Cos2 0 4 cos2 oR2
- R 0 0 5 
. c s o
sin2 O F
cosZpo 1
sin4 /3- 6 sin 2/ o +
sin2 p s in4 o + 3 sin3d 1
2 .
9 - 9 cos 2 f 
always positive.
The roots are :
We have said that we dontt limit the generality when saying that
po is 0o.
Let us see, KI . It is necessary that
Ko
.. ./..
.. - 4 cos/ o0KI' + 2 KI Bin° (sin2 /3 - ) + 9in






r _2 A\A.' _ _U -Bm r o.) sln ro
4 coo 3 po
(3 - sin2 P. ) sin o
4 cos3/p






























































. t .. -
.
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. .. /, . .-
sin fo- KI + 2 sin2P
°
+ sin o(3 + 2 sin2P
°
2) I
-R [o C08Pao "2 2 2 Cin
Let us suppose sinr o>o. So, it is sufficient that C may be >o i.e
we have the following relation
( I + 2 sin2 Po) 2 _ 4
coBs o 2
sin2 0(3 + 2 sin2/3° )
coB s
I~~~~~~
Cos +-cc ·? I. sn.
4 sin4 fo - 6 sin2Po
- 4 sin4 /3]
4 - 4 Oc.= 1 - 2 sin2 °0
cos2 °
--- sinPo<- "' or 32 <
2
The product will be positive if KI
Ko
1 + 2 sin22 Pc
CO / 3o
is out of roots i.e.
+ I 1 -2 sin2o0
Cos /3
2 sini/
KI out of -1 + 2 sin2 o+ VT - 2 sin2 °








4 9 + 4 sin2 o
4 (I + sin23o)
.../..






















If 1 + 2 sin2 P, + V1 - 2 sin 2 P°
sin2 O sin2 o
3,100131 + 2,83427 - 5
200 2.35485
400 1,85453

























l//////L////// , 0 solution> o
O. 081686 0,188286








l 0 solut .oC 1 solution > °l 2 solutions > o
0.077 0o.51 · 0.77 0,99 3.71
?- 400
400: .- 1.58· .;
-/>///10 °0solut .> 0 1 solution o 12 solutions,> 
-0.07 1.921185 1.43139 2.27767
po - 60°
1 solution > o







- -- - -- - - - - - - -
-- - I - - - ---~~~~~~~~~~. I I 
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Jobin-Yvon no 0
Let us consider again the equationf (401) in (KI). If any solution exists
I + 2
R .cos/B0








: - I [ 2i+ 2 sin2 I + ?
Ko 2 sin Bo L 0 R costo - 4; sin /6 - 2 cos2 ro
_____ I - 2 in 2 j +\/
with r .
We may deduct K2
Io . + :
Xa -IrKI sio n + 2 K
R Ko Cos0Po o
sn -
sin + 7 + sin o _
,0 L


















KI - I . - -1 + sin2po + s + 2;sin2r3 + .
_o ,B, . . .os _Ko sin ; b eBo 2 R co8 Poict Bi~~~~~~~n/30[ I Bin2 I'1o + I *+ 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  ± vs-I ~~~
= Cosa2~ + I 4 2po-I2 . {A o +, 22 - 2 ' - '
:B o 4 R2 ,cos' 2 ' o Ro /,cs0 , c s~
w\
e .. . I.




+ I + sin2 °
R 'Bo Cos 0P
- I + 2 sin2,?
R2 2os2H cos/,
- 2 ( I + sin 2/3o)
- I + 2 sin2 P
R -eBo cos0/
+ '1 + sin2 / ° - 1 ( -1
R 4 o cos30 -1B o
+ ( 2 si+ n 2P) 2 + 1+ sin2 /
-P, ~B o
n 'Bo COS fo
+ sin2 /3o
+ sin 2pO) - 1 +\/(-1 + 2 )
2R cos 0 RcoO3 0Bo













K2 1' + sini 1 + ( 2 - 1 )
Ko R Bo cospo IB o 2 co0 Bo R cos
A has the value indicated in the equation (80)
Jobin-Yvon
General remark about the feasibility of gratings without coma.
We know that we may write :
X cos¥ - Y Cos J -
X2 sin - y 2 sinJ
by writing X = cos "<
Co0s - C0os 
2 R




Y - COS J
ID
The first equation shows a
So, the C and D points are
line and of the conic.
straight line and the second a conic.
located at the intersection of the straight
Let us write that the conic is real.
Suppose6 ' o and consider the two cases J>o and r<. o
If c is positive, the conic is an hyperbola and it is always real.












VIII - STUDY OF THE ABEHRATIONS AT THE VICINITY OF STIGMATIC POINTS
VIII - 1 - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Let us write the general expression
holographic gratings :
/- (MA + MB) - (IA + IB) - A
o
to which we add the relation
sinc + sin P - A
X0
of the aberrant optical path of the
[ (IC - - (IC - ID)
(sin - - sin J )
- Fig. n0 18-
O - the centre of the grating,




. I ./. .
- Ae know that if M is at any point of the circle (O)
MH - m and sin - m sin f
MC
- ae know that the image B of the point A will be perfectly stigmatic,
for some determined wavelength , provided that simultaneously :
D is at O or H
A is at 0, C or H
B is at 0, C or H
(there is no interest when it occurs that A and B are simultaneously
at 0).
- We know that if the point B is the image of the point A, the general
equation is :
MA + MB - A (MC - MD)- (IA + IB) - A (IC - ID) - cste
Ao Ao
This equation is verified,whatever I4 is,
· strictly - if there is a perfect stigmatic correspondence between
A and B,
· approachinily - if the image B is with aberration.
I- Let us consider the point D at the centre O of the circle.
It follows that MD - ID -. R
f-O0
1°0 Considering A at 0
We have MA - IA - R
The general equation is :




or - MB - A MC - (IB - A IC)
Ao Ao




- MB - sin P M C
sin Y
- (IB - sin P IC)
sin &
20 We have A at C
MrA -- C o( - f
IA - IC
/A = MB + MC - A (l4C
Ao
Ic - ' (IC
Ao




+ IC (1 - A )
o- 1
- 1) sin Y




'3° *e have A at H
MA - NH - m M C
IA - IH - m I C
i m MC + KB - A (MC - R) - m IC + IB
A_ = ( m - A ) C + MB - [(m - A ) IC + IB]
kAo Ao
m sin.1+ sinf - A
Xo







A (IC - )Ao
-R) - IB +
- [IB
.. ./..
II - Let us consider the point D at H harmonic conjuguate of C
MDl - MH - m MC
sin 6 - m sin V
10 Considering the point A at 0
MIA - IA - R
- 0
- R + B- A (MC - m C) - AR + IB - AAo (IC - m IC)]
sin, - A (sin- m sin ]y )
Ao
A - sin P 1
Ao 0 sin ' 1 - m
A : MB - sinP 1 - m MC - ( IB - sin i
sinf 1 - m sin 'f
A = - B - sin P MC i8C--; ;1.3
sin -; \6
20 Considering the point A at C
IC )
MA - MC
A = MC + MB - A (MC - m MC) - IC + IB - A (IC - m IC)
Ao Xo
sin ~ + sin P - A (sin6 - m sin 1' )
Ao
_ - 1 + sin P
XAo




MC + MB -
MC + MIB - 14C -
1 + sin I
1 - m (1-m)sinl
sin 3
sin' 
MC - tIC +
(1 - m) MC -




IB - A (IC - m
Ao
-A MB - - (IB - ICsin / MC
sill n
3° Considering the point A at H
MA - MH -D m MC
o- S
sin o- m sin -f
z- m 90 ++MB-  A (MC - m MC)
Ao
- [m ID + IB - A
Ao
(IC - m IC)
m sin-6 + sin -
A I_ m





sinV( 1 - m)
1
1 - m
+ sinP 1 ) ( 1-m) MC - IB - IC sin P
i 1- m sin -  
- n MC + MiB - m MC - sinP M C - (IB - IC
sin'·
, - MB - sin P
sin6
MC - (ITB - IC sin P )
sin 6









So, we may notice that.if D is one of the points 0 or H· and A one of
the points 0, C or H, the aberrant optical path corresponding to the
point image B is given by
(113) a MB - sin P MC - (IB - IC sinP )
This equation is independant of the locus of D and A.
V
a,
sin -6 sin '
I 
VIII - 2 -STUDY OF THE FOCAL CURVES
We are going to define the properties of the focal curves in the
specific case of perfect stigmatism for a determined wavelength,
i.e. simultaneously :
- D is one of the points 0 or H
- A is one of the points 0, C or H
We know that if B is, moreover, one of the points 0, C or H, it is the
stigmatic image of the point A for a determined wavelength.
Our purpose is to study the locus of the point B out of these specific
points.
de shall consider the special case D and A at the oentre of the grating ;
Then we have seen that,in fact, the results to be performed will be
valid for every locus of D and of A, - providing being.bnelofithe privi-
leged loci.
Therefore, in our hypothesis HA J R 
..... ,0
(A14) and sin sin
Sagittal focal equation :
(415) <1 - cos/ + sin P ( 1 - cos ')
- R sin H - TC R
We identify thestraight line 's equation. It passes through the points
... /. .
../..
P - ° e , R
P _ ? B = I
i.e. D
i.e. C
Therefore, the locus of the sagittal focal is the straight line C D.
Equation of the tangential focal length :
cos + sin P (cos2 •- cos )
- R -sin 1 T ( 416)
~PT ~~cos2/
that may be written
PM . - R cos P









Therefore, the curve sho
defined by :
(Al1)
)ws an asymptotic direction for the polar angle /3 a
'1 - H' cos 
7?C




Conventionally, we shall have 0 < I <
2
If C > R cos'A, i.e. the point C out of the Rowland circlig _O0.
If C < R cos0A, i.e. the point C inside the Rowland circle, ,< O0.
The asymptote Is locus is defined by the quantity
T - I H - oef t °; 2 T sinTP P- D)
W' k h / 3 /3 .
Then XT may be written :
RT - R cos2 3 sin /3
sin (I- p)
and we obtain










I xH . Go-o AO
- Fig. n0 y2 -
Focal curves for C in the Rowland Circle.
We observe that H is virtual.
p
.I / o 
For - n
2
we obtain RT 0
Then,the curve of the tangential focal length passes through the top of the
grating with a vertical tangent.
The angle-V between the
tial focal length and
tangent located at a point of the curve of tangen-
the radius vector is given by :
T -L
d P
Then I dT -
e have
We have
1 - sin/ cos' (t71 P- _ -)
cos 3.&g p - _ 2
tj - cosp(4opk _W) )
I - sin2? cosp (t & _tv)
( 0o)
1iz
STUDY OF THE ABEtiIATIONS AT THE VICINITY OF STIGMATIC POINTS
VIII - 3 - STUDY OF THE ASTIGMATISM
.e have seen that the aberration of the optical path corresponding to
a point image B was depending neither on the locus of the point A (source)
nor on the position of the recording point D, providing that the points _
D and A be at one of these privileged loci compatible with a rigorous
stigmatism, but just on the locus of points C and B.
Now, we may ask - the points A and D being at determined privileged loci -
Is it possible to obtain an image B without astigmatism, namely out of the
privileged points ?
As the answer is not depending on the exact locus of points A and D
providing that they are at one of the privileged loci, our reasoning
is bearing upon a particular case.
For this case we choose to locate D at 0 (centre of the circle) and A at C.
Then we have :
tA - C
-:0
In the general case, we know that the condition to avoid astignatism, is :
cos m -cos P: sin 2 /3 + KI + - K3 + Cos 
- _____ a~n213 I - K3 ___ + ~ cos 2
R 2 Ko 2

















rhe condition may be written :
cos Y- cos P
-4C
cos B - C0os 
-oc
- sin2 + 1 (co2 _- cos8 ) sin Y + 8in P





- cos8 6 ) sin? + sin P3
H Cos0 + Cos?
- cos& sin 6 + sin P
R sin cost + cosp
( I - Cob p )
sin s + sin P (Cos2r- Co /
cost + Cosp
- Cos0 - cos? + sin2 P
~Pc H
( - - cosB
sin d
sin¥f + sinP )
cosy + cos p
+ 1
eco
sin + sin P (cos - cos? ) - 0
sin Y
cosBd- cos P (- 1 + sinr'+ sinP)+sin P( sin cos+sin'cosf -sintcos(-cos'sin/ - 0
tC sin R sin I (cos + cos? )
Cos - cos /3 sin / + sin 2
-f C sin f R
sin ( - r)








sin P 1 cos %'- co82, + sinp. sin (p- _)
sin• cos08+ cot ac L It I
+ sin P sin'1
(cosy+ cos/)






2cos t+ P cosy -r 2sin '5 +P sin T- P




+ sin sin (P-3) -)'
R
Finally :
sinP sin ( 6- iP sinP - sin (/ +' ) -
)sin W (cos' + cop) R ) C
o 7
Then this expression may be cancelled if
1st solution
1) sin P 
--- P- O
B is at 0. It is one of the stigmatic points.
4*
2nd solution
2) sin (1-I3) - 0 --- - -











3) sin? - sin ( + I)
R - -Co
We have se6n (equation 2 - )
that the 3rd stigmatic point corresponded toj/ -
following relations :
XC - R sin ( + A6)
sin (-
from which we may write
and we had the two
and sin 5 - m sin Y




The relations are well identical if P - 7
The third solution corresponds to the third stigmatic point.
Conclusion : The points A and D being at the determined privileged loci,
the astigmatism is zero for the images B located at the
privileged points and at these points only.
Focal's height
Let us consider the formula (equation 4 --
which becomes in the specific case :
h T
T
sin P sin (- I) sin p - sin (P+
sink (cosC + cosp) R aC
-1 coaty
cos'+cosp -C
+ 1 + sin '+ sin! '1 (cos2I- Cos)
R cost+ cos/ sink' 'PC R
.. ./. .
-13A
. . ./. 
That may be written :
sin f sin (M- I) sinfl -sin (I + C)
hT - R C
d- sin (I f- j) + cos2 Y sin/ ,
R -CC
Under the above defined conditions, i.e. D at 0 or at H and A at O,
there is no possibility to avoid the astigmatism but to choose, for
Bo, one of the points O, C or H.
Then we may ask the question : Bo being one of these points, is it




We keep the specific chosen conditions as above, i.e. D at 0 and A at C
and we choose for B the three privileged loci : B at 0, C and H.
1) B at 0
Under the chosen conditions
General conditions
(resulting from the fact that
a grating is used in such
conditions that it is possible
to obtain stigmatic points).
Specific conditions linked
to the fact that B is at 0
R X A --C



















- R A -Xo
. .. /. .
Let us remind that the general equation corresponding to 0c4 _ O
is : /3
sin P - sin2 P
XA -- R
+ 1 KI 1
2 R -c 2
cos +/.
.2
- K3 (cos 2
o 2cos2 d+ /
2
- sin 2 ) )
Applying the hypothesis we have the relation :
1 (cos2 - cost)
2 sin6 4C R
1 - I I -(- cos )





that may be written :
1 (cos2 




2 sin'Ycos2 y ¢C
2
According to definition 1:: ,O
So d may be cancelled only if- C - =
)/3
In that case KI - - coBs' . '
Ko- sin -- R
Now, under the same conditions, let us study eI?-
D18 1










- 2 cos2 P , O0+ )"1
2




















:. i ;7. i .
_- K Ko,
· - . .·
,. - L'
. , ,. ,. : 
. ./. .
2 - cos & sin 2




- 2 & -6J
z
or 2 ( .- t f ) - 0
RH ' 2
O means that t; r -( &
That is equivalent to 2 cos2 6 - cos y
2
or cos2 + sin2 -_ 0
2 2
that is impossible.
So, we cannot obtain L 4 - O
) PL
Let us calculate the focal's height in this case
a) If .0C == 4' i.e. if D:4
D "
0
from the equations (diZ) a-oL (45)
- sin2 y
2 sinY cos2 -2 .
2Z m x
- -1( cos+CB + + < + 2




hT ( )- Zm
- sin •





h T (0 ) 
-;, e¢oo 2 .; 1 + '~ ~ ( cos2- cos
(I+c01osi) -C R 2 aC R
S't-3 2- 
1PL





Let us remark that &p ' - sin -
2 1 + co08
- sin 6
2 cos2 • 
2
cos 2¥ sin '
' C 1+cosr)sin~
- 1
1+cos8 I+ I ( 1-cos$ )R 1 + cos08
As I + co0s8 - 2 cos0 
2





1 + cos f
213) hT ( ) :-
b) If C =- A -= 
we may calculate hT (
In this specific case
2
R
hT (&L)- Z m .
2
R
- Zm 2 ( t- -
2
i.e. if -4- - o
) f the foul
E)t) from the formula (46 )
KI - K3 - - cosf ·
Ko Ko sin Y
(-1 - - f)
2
t- _




Yf - 6E 2 )
,}T - c ./
2
LTT(6O)= Z tv x
R1
R





Besides, it is ea
conditions
Isy to find out the rigorous value of hT.under those
hT - Zm. sin2/i 7. L(-1 S)
2) B at C
Under the chosen conditions D - R
'General conditions for I- 0 (
Specific conditions linked to











( -B - 4C




+ I KI -1
2 o. cos2 +
2
-sin 2 t7 + 
- [ £cos2 P+
Ko- 2cos2 C+ P
I 22
Applying the hypothesis, this relation is :





-os - cos )
4C R















- sin 2 -t &W)a8s' ) (c0s2 -
X 2 cosZr
or
1 C sin¥ -
-e0
1 + 1 - sin2 V t9 )
2 sinf' 2 sin-6 sin '
sin2 • - 1 + cos 6
2 sinlrcos~' 2 siny(
( sin¥' - 2 sinf)
- 1 (
2R













If we retain the hypothesis C = 2 R cos0 
KI - - cost %
To' - 2 sinY
. 1
K3 - - cos I' . 1
Ko - sin2 H R
Let us study now L '4 under th(
The condition _4_ - 0 is :
sin o(+/
cosP -2 cosiP + KI 2















+ cos2 p 2
2 cos3 e +f 
2
- 2 cos2 3` 2 + A
2 J
To make easier the calculations we shall keep temporarily
KI and K3 under the form
RT gh
i(I - 1 ( O 2 C8:K<  I cos 2 - cos6)
KLo
sin Y - C R
cs 11 d;.
cos¥ - 2 cosZY + 1
-eC R sin'
COB






___ sin2Y + cos2 Y i 3- - :1 (1 -2cos [ ) - n2 6 C08 2 s nY- 2 cos2 u 606
sin Y tC R cos2 2 cos3 rI
cost - 2 cos2{ Y+ 1 cos~ Y- 1
-C ~C - 2 R cos ¥
-1 ( - - coS)
sin Y. "C R
- 2 sini + sin'(
COB r 2 cosy
- 2 cos 2 &r
+ - 1
J-C cosY 2 R cos2
- 1 ( 1
sinyi -?C
( - 3 sinY - 2 cos2 f sin ' )
2 cosy cos  q






+ -1 ( 3 + 2 cos2¥Y)
cCosy 2
-1 ( 3 + 2 cos2 ...
R 2
-137







__C - 2 il cos ' 




2 R cos 
+ 1 ( 3 + 2 cos2-r)
2 R cos2r 2
- 1 ( 3 + 2 cos2 e6)
a 2
2- 1
R 22 R cos2Y
The condition should be
+ cos2 5
R cosq
2 - + 2 cos2 
R 2 R cos2 2
that is impossible.
Let us calculate the focal's height at the vicinity of C
a) IfP C t 2 R cosT i.e if t) 
From the equations (5) and (23)
h T ( ): Z m x
- 1i4
AoYr 
sin ( 1 - 1 )
- C 2 I cos
c- Cos2- +1 + t-> yx 1 ( COS2 - cos)
,eC R siny -g C R
sinb( 1
h T () -Zmx
- 1
2 R cos 0 e







b) If ic 2 R cos• i.e. 4 _O and hT (
i3D
)
In that case we may calculate hT ( ee )
from the equations (f2 ~ ) o.t- (46 ).
Then we know that KI
Ko




hT ( l) - Z m x




- Cos +- 1
2 c R
Z m x
- tr¥C08 Y .
2 sinY
1

















3) B at H
General conditions













Specific conditions linked (
to the fact that B is at H ((
(
XA- SC
X - O g -_ 
KI. - 1 (cos2 - c' 
sin Yd '- C R
13 - 1 ( I




sin in : m sin W
oB - H -m JC
- I + m
As
Now we have to use a dissimilar method (with regards to the one used
previously for B at 0 and B at C) ; effectively the introduction of
the specific conditions linked to the fact that B is at H into the
general equation ____ - Owould lead to very complicated calculations,
without interest. p
Let us consider the equation (12 ) which gives the general condition
for avoiding the astigmatism when A andD are at one of the privileged
points, i.e.
4 - sin P. sin (6--P)
sin Y(cos Y+ cos p)
( sin1 -
R
Then, we have a product that we may write as follows :
d- UxV with U -= sin P. sin (Y-P)
sin-(cos' + cosp)
V - sin - sin (P + r)
R t C
.. /. .






Then we have B at H i.e. V - 0
So __4 = U
3P
and
- sin P . sin ( - )
Binf (coB + cos )
If we want
[Cos BR
.DI - 0 it is necessary that
4C - a cos ( P+¥&)
COs P
Then, we know that if B is at H C =
Therefore, it would be necessary that
Bin ( +?') Co/3- Cos (P+C)
Then this equation is reduced to Y - O
Consequently, it is impossible in this configuration, to obtain _DV
;)/3














Calculation of the focal's height at the vicinity of H
Calculation of the focal's height at the vicinity of H
hT (8) Z.m x
s in (os(-P ) (cos P - cos( +




i_ + sinY+ sin P 1 (cos2-
R cos + cos0 sin Y PC
H sin ( + K)
sin /
that may be written :
sinP sin (r-B)





( coS/' - cos ( P + )
R sin (; +Y)
sin / )
R
+ sin 4+ sin/3 x I sin P




cos '+ cos p3
sin P sin (- P)
sin Y (cos'+ co8p)
cos P
R
1 - coes sin 4+ sinA)
sin Y oose+ cose
- nos ( +)
8in V + Y )
. sin P
R 1
- cos2 x sin 3
R(cosp+ o)08)(sin (p+r)
+ 1 sin+ sinP sin P cos2 r









bT (0)- =2 I%
ein P sein _-P) Cos P - coe (j+Y) sin/3
sin(cosY+ cosp) it R sin (+-d)
sin (P -A
sin N (cos + cose)
- cos2 sin /' (.
R sin (p+')(cos,+ cos8)
J e
sinP+ sin' - 1)
sin r'
in? sin (b-P) I Cos P
hT( &)- Z m
hT() Z m x
-coB (f + Y) sin /
sin (p+J)
sin (P- ) - cos (sin 
sin (p + )
sin/3 sin ('-A) sin ( P +f -P)
sin' (P-r) sin (P+Y) - cos82hsin2/ 3
sin P sin (W--) sin' 
.2 2 . 2 2 2 . 2







(zs) hT ( ) - Z m sin sin (-P) x 
eindcos9p
I
STUDY OF THE ABERtATIONS AT THE VICINITY OF THE STIGMATIC
POINTS
VIII - 4 STUDY OF THE COM4A
We are going to use a method identical with the one applied to the case
of the astigmatism.
First, we may put in practice the conclusions of our general study and
say that the come located at any point B - in the case of the points
A and D being one of the privileged points - is not depending on the
special locus of A and D among these privileged points.
ae choose, as special case, to place D at
A' at C
So, it results -D Z R
0 (centre of the circle) and
J -o
We know that for having the coma equal to
locus of the tangential focal length, the
have to be resolved simultaneously :
zero while remaining on the
two equations T - 0 and C - 0
T - cos2 -C - cos + cos,82 - coso -(sin
-eA R -RB R
(<+ sin p) KI O0
Ko

















- I (cos2 - cosy)





The equations may be written as follows :
T - cos2 - cos06+cos2 p
tC R eBR













co s ) - o
R
(cos--




From T - 0 we have :
- cos 
R
(coso2 - cos ) (sin r+ sin/ - 1 )
eC H R sin (
C.o - Co' p - (Cos 2 - cos08) sin 13
| 25B R -eC R sin I |
C - 0 sin6(cos2 b-
A -'c Pc




2 -~snP ) ~i p( 2 cos--08 = 
cos.EiPv co)(sinsi+sin )(c OSY-_ o
R XB -4; R sinr -tc R
siny + sin2P
-eXC -'B sinY












C: (cos2 -cos) sin sin P _ 
Q C R -(B sin) 1 - C
.,.-.
r . - b
.. /..
By carrying forward in the formula (43O ) we have :
c -(cos 2 cosy) sins sin 1
~C R sin' R coos
+ sin2 /3 Cos-cos ]
2cos 2 l ¥ c
cos p sin lb C q
C =(CoS26-cosa) sin fsin( -
.IC R a sin'cos//1
C -(cos2 %-co6s) sin sin / (cosPsinK-
-eC R R Cos 2
co s sin )+
cosYsin)+
1 (cos2 sin2/ 





C -(coS _- cos)
ec R
sin /3 sinP sin(F-p)+(cossinp+ cospsin9
Cos sin fi R n 





sin p sin 
2 . 2COS!/ s ln f
sin (J-p) +sin (?+Yf) sin (f-')
R
Finally :
3)~ C- (c2 - c0s ')sin sin ( '- P ) sin| - sin (P+Y) 







* . .. .
That expression may be equal to zero
1) if cos 2¥- cosy - O i.e. if KI - K2 - O
e_ __ _
we have studied that case page 54 and following. It is the Rowland
circle solution.
2) if sin/5- 0 
B is at 0 : it is one of the stigmatic points
3) if sin (0-3) 
B is at C : it is the second stigmatic point
4) sin : sin (P+J)
R - C
Se have seen, in Chapter called "Astigmatism at the vicinity of stigmatic




- R cost which corresponds to the conditions of
the Rowland circle, and under the following conditions : D at 0 or at H,
A at 0, C or H, there is no other possibility to have the coma zero, than
to choose one of the points 0, C or H as point Bo.
The question we ask now is : Bo being one of these points, is it possible
to have C equal to zero ?
He keep the special conditions chosen as above, i.e. D at 0 and A at C
which have - as demonstrated - a general valte.
We choose for B the 3 privileged loci : B at 0 - B at C - B at H.
. .. /. .
Let us reconsider the equation (88) whie.h- gives the value of _ _C
and the equation ( ' 5) providing the value of 3D C /b3
D 3 Z.




[2 KI & 
L Ko
+ sin / 3 0( 2 t + I ) -
C Bo td PO
- KI sin 2 b'( 1
R Ko cos o 2
+ 1
'/°
+ 2 KI j Pf
Ko












+ K2 sin Po
Ko
sin O( 5 + 3t o _
4Bo 2 R
( 3 + 2 b1o)
2
1 ) de have Bo at 0

































C_ _ - -K2
The only-solution is [2 - 0
Ke
4*
So, we may write, in the general case
D C _- - K2 
C pKo|
Therefore, one ha s. the following possibilities for obtaining the coma
equal to zero :
2 'C08s C --os Y-
-- 0C- R
~~7R
o - We find again the Rowland circle
solution (2nd report, page 33).
The other solution is N = 
In this case K2 - 0
Ko




under the . conditions : sin O= 0 - Rd, -
14
In fact t that is a particular case which wI~r'be examined in chapter
,,Wadsworth".
aLc













to the fact that








A: 2 A o(((
sin - K2 CosT+ (Cos2_







R [ 2 KIKo
- cos-) t W'
R
26g + I1) -
te r R
'2 -_(cos2 - cosT)
,DP - e , 
1 (1-2costprt~}
)
+ 1 [- cos r+
sinr f( L








9 - R Ko
tL jY
( 2 Y+ 1 - > R
t: i - R .. ? t-~~.. R
(COS2
JC











-2C R [- 1 2-R cos y + 1 (cosY+ 2 sin Y+ cosY.)eC cos0 f
Dc
)3P
may be zero if
I
Under these conditions
- cos ') -
- cos B)z
- cosy . _
2 sin' R
. zt a,"' 
Let us study 2_ C
1 SL
under these conditions.
To make easier the calculations, we shall keep KI and K2 under their









sAi2 y ( -











R - sin Y
3
- c Cos F R C 2 
~/~ - -eC H R cos 2 ' c cos .


























3 +2 t1 Z)7
cos) 
R
sin-' ( + 3t I3
-ec 2
1
that may be written :
-( 2 L 2 Cos )
Q/3" R R
r e (1+ I )
fR 2 t 1 
+ (CoS2 b - cosr)
-?C R




+ I sin¥ 
-'C 2
+ 3t) 2- (3
R 2
+2t t ) 7
D C - - C08 Y tif + 1
;)/ t2 I t 2 &g 3/3 2 i1 2 b






+ 3 t, r' sin 
2 cos Y
- 3 sin' 






( 4 '+ 2 t-'y ¥+ ) - Cos2 Y
4 R sin )
(1 +& )2
Finally :
















3 ) We have B at H




















linked to the fact
that B is at H
c :- : sin (?P+.)
sin /3
.4'
For that case, we use another method
of the equation (154 )
and consider C unier the form
C (.co. •- cos )
-L R
sin / sin (r-/3)
cos2/ sin 2 Y
We know that effectively this function is zero
chosen conditions.
We have C V x V
with U (cos2 - cosy)
Co R
as regards the initial
sin13 sin (P- -')
cos p si3 Y












rP "M r.%._ - I..
C - J x DV\
- (cos2 - coss ) sin P
-P C R cos 2/
sin (P -)f(cs - cos (?3+ ) 
sin2Y R -C
Under the conditions we have chosen, there is no other way to get that
function equal to zero than to have
~0 - R cos,( + )C -
cos 3
Then, this condition is incompatible with the condition C - 0
e C : R sin (j +6)
sin
Therefore, in this case, it is impossible to obtain - o
and the value of the coma is
D C - (cos2 -cos) sinP sin (~-~)
3-P C R cos22 sin2D 
oCos ~ - cos ( + Y)
I C
W i t h -' C - R sin (/I +Y)
sin 
and we .irite :
C -1 (cos2 - cos', )
Q/ SeC R
sinP sin (- -1) x sin -' 




2C-l (cos2 '2 - cos f ) sin P sin ( -'- P) 
|y-R PC R cos2 sin sin (W+r)




VIII-5- STUDY OF THE COMBINATION COMA-ASTIGMATISM
AT THE VICINITY OF STIGMATIC POLNT3.
The study of the astigmatism on one hand, of the coma on the other hand,
has led to the following results :
B at O Ko - sinYf
(O) - Zm R sin - D
eC










Therefore there are two available solutions for having K2 equal to zero
Ko
a) C - R cos y
which involves KI - K2 - 0
and 13 - sin2 ~
R cosy(
In that case hT (a) = Zm R sin 'Y
H cos -
IO3) hT (8 ) _z,,Z t9 Y. 9
.I. ./. .
-156
. . ./. .
We easily observe that/in this case) bSC - 0
D~ tj
- Fig. n° 2H -
So, A may be located either at 0 or at C or at H. Obviously, there is
no interest in having A located at 0.
The only interesting solution is A at C or at H.
If A is at C, it is a configuration in which A is on the Rowland
circle and, obviously, the locus of the tangential focal length is that
same Rowland circle (as C and D are on the Rowland circle as well.).
* . /o .
t
. . ./. 
From the general properties of the configurations of that type, it
results that the come is null for all the wavelengths.
The correcting wavelength which corresponds to B located at 0 is ~
so that




Therefore X) = /\o
If A is at H we know that A - m o
In this case, m may be easily determined









so H - n
2
So A -- si
sin '
( 38) 
Le point H is a singular point of the spectrum.
Let us remini that,if the conventional grating were concerned in the
same conditions i.e. the source point A on the Rowland circle and the
point image B located at the centre of curvature of the grating
corresponding to the wavelength Ao , the focal's height would be :
hT - Z m (sin2 + sink t4 Ocoso1)
(Equation 39 )
with P i 0 therefore hT : Z m sin2 v
cos a:
(139)
Likewisevin the holographic grating case, we observe that, for that configu-
ration, the coefficient of Y4 is null (spherical aberration).
As regards the conventional grating with the same parameters, the





. . /.. *





KI - - cos ¥
R
K3 - - cos 0
R
We observe in
( tquIAk o-t13 )
that case ad
and hT ( 8) - Z m x e
More generally, it is easy to see that
hT - Z m sin2 2
The equation T - 0 is written as follows :





+ sin (/3 - '6) - 0
R sin '
* .. ./. .





- _ cos ''Y
Pt, 'VSi -'
... /..
- Fig. n ° -
If C is located at infinity H is at Oj The locus of A at 0 is without
interest. A may be located only at C. So it results, as previously,
that the correcting wavelength An - Ao
Reconsidering the formula (38) * - giving the focal's
height of the conventional grating in the general case :
si2 - R (cos(- cosp)
kT - Zm -iA
-1 - R cos2_
X A cos&+ cos/
In the Wadsworth mounting case, - A -s
and the formula is reduced to h T - Z m x sin J which is precisely
the same one obtainable in the holographic grating case.
0. ./. .
.../ .
Therefore, the use of a holographic grating brings no improvement to the
classical Wadsworth mounting as regards the astigmatism.
Coma : we may easily observe that the coma is null at B when B
corresponds to p O in the classical Wadsworth mounting cases
C - sinc (cos2 - cosk ) + sin (cos2 /3 - costB
t A 4 A R OB 'RB R
if4 rA "" and P o 0
-0
C -
Let us calculate DC - : Reconsidering the equation (g8) ...
') ,3
in the classical Wadsworth mounting conditions i.e.
KI - K2 - 0 - 0
1 - + cos C
f PB R
DC - (cos2 o - cos P)
9 P -Bo R







) ( I + cos-0) 8
R
C_ Cos. + C0os 0
3ra) ~ PR 2
* . ./. .
-162
Then .it .has been observed that in the holoraphic Wadsorth mounting
Then, it has been observed that in the holographic Wadsworth mounting
_-o _D C _ _ c os 6 9 
R't S It
We know that, as B located at 0 is a stigmatic point, the coefficient
of the Term in Y4 is null in the holographic grating case.





- 1 (cos 2 P
8 - -4B








W;tk, '1 - 1 + cosC<
J~B R
+ '1 ( 1 + co 0( -
8R2H R
- 1 + cos,-
8R
( '1 + cos"-
R
- i) ( l + cos< -
R R
. .. /. .







(A (4) y4 
(442 ) e (
- cos (< + 1 .
8R3 8R2
(4): _ y 4
8R3
cos < - 1 + cos C x cos_2_
R 8R R2
1 + cosc2 ) cos b
B at C































. . ./. .
D 2( - (coS2b - 008 Y)c _ oo,2p _ o.s _R
3 XC R l - 1 2R coB + x 2 1 X .D; Z08 0 Y J
So, there are two available solutions for having DC equal to zero.
El/,







In that case :




hT( 6 ) - Zm 
d
(143)} hT (O ) _Zm, X sin ' .* 
l C~~~~~~08 
4
. . ./. .
~C e < .0 ,.
'1 ;5
. I ./. .
- Fig. n°244
Therefore, one may locate A either at 0 or at C (autocollimation) or
at H.
If A is at 0 :
sina + *sin PAo (sin Y- sin J)
Ao
sin < - A* sin -
is written as follows :
- 80 A A o
If A is at C:
sin ]+ sin - A *
Ao
. . ./. .
0











- - COS · 
2 cos y
Under those conditions :
hT (8 )_-Zm




One may calculate the term in hT ( 8)
(.i44) hT ( t') ' Z m x 2
2)C 1
.1 L4 5>. LCS - I
4 R2 sin ¢ces 2
.. ./..





- Fig. n ° 5
If A is at H :
A* - (m + 1)Xo with Cu - R cos 'C -
O C - R sin -
m- R R





(- 46) with sin H - 1 Ad,= n
2





o . ./. 
- Fig. n0 6 -
In that case, C and H run together.
A may be, therefore, located either at 0 or at C (autocollimation).
The wavelenths \* corresponding to the perfect stigmatism, are
respectively :
A atO A *- Xo
A at C kA* t Ao
B at H KI - -1 (cos -c08 )
Ko sin % C R
K2 - 1 (eo2s 
-O CBos)
Ko -c -C C R




- cos ) sin sin ( r- )
/ R - C R coso 2 sin' sin ( + /)
(j4) hT ( & ) - Z m sin Psin ( ,- P) x 9
sin Ycos 2
The only solution for having ' C equal to zero consists in choosing
-C R cos 
We may observe that, under those conditions D'C and the other
derived will be null ; effectively : 
(cos2 - cos ) ( )
p v icvR aR







. F .1 ( p)
'D F V (3
and _¢ _ 0 if =C- R cos7 
DP n
located either at O, or at C or at H
A =- m Xo
A*_ (m + 1)Xo






























































IX - ABERRATIONS AT GRAZING DICIDENCE.
IX- 1- STUDY OF THE CO04A AT GRAZING INCIDECE
First, it is necessary to keep locus on the tangential i.e the equation





+ cos 2 
-eB;
COs P
- (sino(+ sine) KI - 0
Ko
If , -^ n this equation becomes
2






















C is written as follows :
sin P
4
( cos2P - cos )
R
- ( - + sinp ) K2
Ko j
We have : .
-( + sin?)C = sins
"P 3




C I- 3 . C
2






, Taking account of (ILI4 )
C - ( -1 + in isnJ
C may be written :
KI - K2 1
Ko K: 







i. e. sinflo K2
eBo KI
(A so50 )





+ do + sin
cos2
2
S2 c 1C - 1 + in t [ sn P KI + (1 + sinP ) sinp(KI' - I
R co R H cosr K j
We have now to find out the conditions allowing the enlargement of that
propertie on points B close to Bo, the equation (-15- ) being satisfied
i.e. the coma being equal to 0 for the point Bo.
It means that c. -o
However, it will be also possible to calculate the value of C through
the Taylor's formula.
C (p) - C (p0) +ec (Po) + ut c
2
It ( o) + ..
5 being the increment imposed to 3 o
P _ +




Calculation of _ C
Let us write C as follows :
~2~~ [; ]0
~l·''(n "-K o~/cos 2 a
In fact, we take an interest in the value of C as far as C - 0
Under such conditions, if we have
'1 + in/1 sinf : -
2
cos 
cos p+ (I + sin3 ) KIZ72 - K2Ro7
scon - V
sinl
So C - UV+ v \ J









The question is to derive the expression
KI cosp + ( -1 + sinJ) KItfj X-0, ( t~~~o / - K2 cos
2
Ko sin 3
de have the derived :
- .KI sin1 + cosp /2















However, 'as we consider the case C = 0
K2 - KI
R Ko
therefore V = 0
; + (KI)j (1+ sinp0 ) sin PD
cos ?30
The expression becomes :




t: o sinPo (1 + sin/o)
2
cosf 0
[ 2 cos + cos3 p 
sin2 o
- sin o + 2 sin,0 + cos2/%
sin/0
sin]° ( - + sin/o ) ( 2 + c
cos Po s
(sin0o + cos o ) + KI 1
sin ,o6
+




co+ sin/o(1+sin°) (1 + sin2 1 )









(sino Cosp + 1 +sino + sin + sin3/0)
[sin0,(I - sin2 /o) + 1 + sin/3 +
[nm~(, P

















8in/o COS /3 o
So, we have
i;
C = 1 + sin/,
co s2
( + sinP )2 1
Bin/ Cos? t KI )o
that may be written :
C = (1 ~+ sp )pR KI
LR KO C2oCos p
+ KI) ( KoJ
So :
G - 1 + sin 1 KI + + KI 8/)
C0B23 P a Ko Ko CO)
Or:
(1 + sinl3 ) KI

























Therefore one can cancel C if
or, under another form
We may write : C - V.V
with 'L - 1 + sin A
coso2?o (1 - sinP.)
I - sinp.) + KI )




-1 - sin o
R cos,° (1+sinp/ 0 )
(-1 + sin P ) cosp
( - sin3 + cos 2 o - in2P. )
-- CO p2





+ COB2 P0 (- sinfo+ Cos02o- in2)3 0 )
2 (1 + sinp.) 4
- Cos2 PSo
R2 + sinR (1 + sing )4
[(1 + sine )2 + Po - sin2 /- sin P |
... /..
KI - 1 sinP - 1














(1+ sinp ) 4
H2 (1 + sin )4
- - co 2P (1 + in o)
R2 ( 1 + sinjo )4
( - + sinj 0o+ cos21po)
(2 + sin, n- si 230)
(sin Po- 2)
From which we have :
-1 + sin P
It2 cos82o (4 - sin Po)
x cos2f3o(i + sinfl) (2 - sinPo)
(1 + sin? )4






C'' - 2- sin P
H2 ( 1 - sin/) (I + sinp)2
calculate K2
Ko
bt }Po + (KI 
Ko
(156)
Wve know that :




- cos P sin P + cos2 PO
R2 (,1+n )2 cost R2 (-l+8in )4








- - COS p
R (1 +sin3) 2
- 1+H2 (1+sin)2 [sin P1+sin P - sin 13%
So, we have the coma equations as follows :
C - (: + sinp ) [
3 C - ( + sain)
sin P I4 K:I + (1 + sinP )sin KI




_C - 2 - sin P





- _ I p + (KI) t (i + sin/ )
Ko Ko
with KI - - cos PO
¢Ko R (1+sin/)2
K2 - sin2/
Ko 'R2 (-+sinp )3
It cun be easily demonstrated that if one introducesthe grazing
incidence conditions into the equations (8B) and (g) 
- we rightly find again the above mentioned
equations .... .
-1 i
K2 - - sin2 












The tangential incidence conditions are :
cos2 p
-?B











( coma - 0 )
eC is :
D ;.-




( 2 I3 + t-p ) - t~pao I
R .
KI sinco- KI sinpocosP, ( -1 + - + 
ii Ko Ko R cost cos






(_ + i+sinPo KI)
2Hcos, ' Cos/ 3 o Ko
- ( 1 + sinp ) KI
R Ko
.. ./. .




















. .. ./ .
- KI R sin- s (sin+ ) - (1+sinp ) t2po
R Ko ttpo
+ KoI) (_+sinr)p+ 2 (1+sinj) &f +(1+sinp)2 sino(
cos po




1)]P + +sin p (2 t;B+
COSP
KI (t12+1) KI _ [g
R Ko , 1(Ko)
) (K I + KI t
R Ko cos0 Koo0oPo
-sin2 P+2sin2 P+cos2 J+2sin3 / +
coB 8 3 .
- + sin f KI -1
2 R KoCos /' R Ko. Cos /
+ (KI L'
Ko






s2/2P ' ( 
Cos P 2
+ 1




+ 32tl") - tp (
R 2
+ 2 J.P)]
Jsin2P(, + 1 )+ KI sinp
cos P 2 t Ko-
1 -) + (1+sp) [ in (
IPp L 233 2
+ - sin2_ + 2 KI tf3(1
~B 2 Ko

















... / . .
sin/ Cos /'
/ii
. . ./. .
KI sin2 P (I + 1 ) - n c + Bin /3 -2cos/3+
R Ko cos p 2 2 8 (1+sinp) cos/-(1+sina) -1+sin/ 2
+ (l + 1 sin ) sin
cos (1+sin,) 2 2
i
KIo coSin s 2
R Kol C08 2
1 1
&y/Th
)+ sin3 p -sinPcos P






- 2 cos! t7,( 3 + 1 )-(1+sinp)tSP ( 3 + 2td2g)
4+sinf 2 2 )
KI sin i + 1 + 5 + 3t3p- 3 - 2)
Ro cosp 2 t2I 2
- in (,3 + 2 >) - 3 sin2 /+
cos p 2 cosp (-1
+ sin 3 ? - sin 13 cos /3
2 cos, (1+sinP) (- + sin8)2
2 cos2 3
+ sin/p)
KI sin (3 +t 'r+ 1 ) + sin3 /-6 sin2 /- 4 cos I -
RKo cosp 2 ty p 2 cos0 (I +sin)l )






KI si.n 2 P (3 + sin4 + cos4 ) - 2 sin P cos2 (3 cos2 + 42 sn 2
/K ICOsp sin 2 008Cos 2 cos3 2 cos823
+ (sin 3 - 6 sin2P - 4 cos21)(1 + 8 inP) - 2 sin/cos 2






KI sin 2 ( 2 - sin 2 P cos20 ) - 6 sin Pcos P - 8 sin3/3
2 2 3Rlio cos/3 2 cos2 P sin2 /3 4 cos3 /
+ sin3 P - 6 sin2 fp -4 cos2 /1 +sin4 P -6sin/3-4sinP cos2/3 - 2 sinp cos2/P
2 cos/ (1 + sin o)2 
KI 2-sin 2 Pcos2P - 3 sin CO2 - 4 sin3P+sih4P-5sin3A-2sin2- 4-6sinicosp
. i2KoW 2 k3 2 C08 (- + 8n) 2 5
KI 2-3sin P (sint +cos2 f )-sin2 Pcos P-in3 + sin4P/-4-5sinP(sinj+cos ) -
RKol 2 cods3 2cosp ('1+sin8) 2
sin cos2 - 2 sin2d
KI (2-3sinp-sin3d-sin2 '-os 2+ sin4P -4-5sin/-sinP( 1-sin.2) -2sin p
RKo) 2 co.3p 2 cos[ (1 + rsinf)2
KI 2-3 sin-sin 3p-sin2Pcos2/3+ (sin3P - 2 sinP - 4 ) (1 + inP
RKo 2 cost (1+sinp)(1-sinr) 2 cos/ (1 -+ sin/)2
..KI 2-3sinP -sin3 -sn 2 cos2 + (sin -2 sin3 -4) (1 sin?)- -
xOC 2 cos op(1 + 8in,) ( - sin)
KI /2-3sinP-sin3 -sin.~cos2/ +8 in3P -2sinP-4 T-sin4 /
'
+2sin2/ + 4ein/ .
R°: o'2 S (1 + s:ln) ( - ,in?) )
K- I( - 2 + in2 i sin P
Rio j 2 co08 (1 +' si)(1-sinp)
.. ./ ..
(sin 2 - sinr - 2) cos
2 co0 g (1 + sin/ )3 (1 - sine)
The numerator is divisible by (1 + sinp) There is left :
- sinP + 2






. . C .
IX - 2 - STUDY OF THE COMBINATION COMA - ASTIGMATISM
AT GRAZING INCIDENCE.
We are going to reconsider the relations established previously for the
astigmatism and the coma at grazing incidence.
First, we notice that the equation T - 0 i.e.
cos2 0 + cos2 I -c cos,+ cos P - (sin (+ sink -
JeA TB R.






Therefore, we see that the locus of the tangential focal length at grazing
incidence is independent of the distance iA . If KI - 0 this locus is
the Rowland circle (Let us remind that KI - 0 M,if regards the classical
gratings).




- cos ( + cos08 - (sin° + sin ) K3 - 0
R Ko
is, with oc- 1:
2
1 + 1 - co - ( 1 + asin ) K3 - o
iA -PB R Ko
.. ./..
cooP - cos + ( 1 + sin/ ) KI
37B R Ko.
. . ./. 
Precisely, the choice of iA will allow the astigmatism to be reduced.
It is the combination of the equations (45g) and (4-5 ) which makes
possible obtaining the relation of the astigmatism reduction O = O




asin2o + 1 + sinro KI - K3
R cos/3





sin/3o + 1 + sinfo KI
R cos2 KoKo0
- 3 ( cos2f, - sinp.)
Ko
2 C082 t +
R
(1 + sin B,)2
cos3 o
KI + K3 (cos/,'+ 2 sin2/30 )
Ko Ko




sinp I KI + (1 + sin) sinlP




KI + EKI 2 ( I + sin P)21
RKo KO) cos




( 1 + sin) sin P
- sin P with KI
(1 - sin) (I + sin/)2
- - cos o
Ko R (I + sinp) 2
K2
Ko
2- - sin2 o


















. . ./.. 
We notice that the relation) t - 0 is significant only if ' - 0
Likewise with the relation ~c _ 0 if . - O and 
_ _ - o
?$~ ~ /
We are going to modify the form of the relationsg4, v v and _ _
zp.




+ cos/8 + (-1 + sin/3) K3
R
LI- O is written as follows :
-
2 +? 1i+sinP KI -cos(l1+sin.) JK3
R cos? Ko Ko
cos P - I +
-,B RR





However, that equation is not sufficient:
It is just the equation T - 0
The equation S - 0 must be added for













- sin/'s- sinlPocosoo +
7fB - R'




-K3((o_2.ro- sin 3 - sinpo
Ko
+ sinp.+ sin 2/3.)
- sinPo- sinl 0 cos Po
-eB R






(1+ sin?)+ C0o +Eo K3)
Ko








. . ./. 
O ./ 0
is written as follows :
1 + cos PO + (1+sin EK3] - 2cos2 ° + ( + sino)2 KI
.Be R Ko R cos /o Ko
+ K3 (cospo+ 2 sin2/o)
IEo




KI + K3 (cosfo+ 4 sinp)cospo
Ko Ko
- cos0- cosr, sin/o)
- cosPo - 1 - 3 sin2fo + (_ + sin o) 2






, the equations of no-astigmatism "are as follows :
T - 0 -, cos -
tB R
+ 1 + sinlP
OOS P
3S- -0 + 1 - cos
7A ; B R
+ (1 + sin




-1 + sin Po
ooe2 o008 P
0 - cos0 8 - - 3 sin2 fo + (1 + sinpo)2


























. . ./. . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
We notice that the first of these equations is not - 0 but just T - 0
For having effectively J- 0 it is necessary to add S - 0 i.e. we are
placed.under the condition in I
IeA




cos/O(1 + sin p)
From pages; n° 43 and( n° .44, '-) we have seen that the solution of the
three equations system 14,_) Po U = o GLo - o led to
KI - - 1 2 + sin2 P . co/
Ko 2 R ( + sin) 3









2 + sin2p . 1 + sin.. cosp
(1+ sin)3 cos5/
[ 1 - 2 + sin2p(d + ein~)2
Let us remind that our comments about the being conditions.(page r%9:50
-a---- I, and following) had led to a discussion regarding the produot ls
sign sin I =. . i.e. we finally wrote that A should be positive.
e~~~e
... /. .
cos - sinP( sin P/3 + 4 )
IB (I + sinp)2
It had been established :
It had been established :
K3 =- 1
Ko RR cos3P
sin .( 2 - in2/) - 2 + sin2/O
1l~ ~ 2 ' 2 (1 + sinl)
and
coos° - 2 cos2 :O 2 - 2 + + s + 4 sin o 
I-A R 2 R(1 + sin ?.)cos20 R coB2 |
sinpo( 2 - sin2ro) - 2 + sin 2 FO
2 (1 + sinpo)
(equation L4%) 9 ·'
First, we know that it is impossible to obtain z C _ 0
Let us see if there is~ a minimum value of that function.
We know that if C and c are null
C _ 2 - sin P























































At this stage the whole conditione leading to -_0 , D : - 0 and
az~ - 0 have been determined and we know that we can determine I
and 1 through the relations (52,) _ 
-e D











-- I 2 + sin 2i








- - coso8 
R (1 + sinj3) 2
- - sin2 pa
R2 (I + sin/ ) 3






1 2 + sin2 P
2 (1+sinr)3
-- Cos / b __
(I + sinp)2
Cos P
2 (1 + sin ) - 2 + sin2/
., sin P (2 - sin) - 0
The only solution is Bo 0







(1IS ) leads to I - 0
The equation (159 ) leads to 1 - 2
4 A R
So -e -
- I + ( -1)
R R
so 4 _-
It does not seem that solution being of a great
Therefore we may conclude that it is impossible
( d-0
II) Therefore, one condition t
is to be left.




D4 _ o t '- - O
'CDc - o
.. ) p
Po + 1 + sin Po KI
R - cospI Ko
- sin3 = sinpo cos Po + 1 + sin2Po KI













Ko R2 ( + sin p )3
So we have :
- COB P
(1 +sinp)2




I - sin Po
-B R coso, (+sin/fo)
(463) - Rcos Po (I + sin?.)
8 sin/o
· - sin Pox sin Po - sin focos ?°
R oos e(o<+sinrp R
R(1+sin ro)(1 sin ~o)
sin Po
R




- 1 + sin j'
R 2cos20 cos 
cos PO
I
(sin to - I )







K3 sin2po + sinP- 1
Ko R cosaro( + sinfo)
...I/.
1






- cos ?o - (1+sin?°)
R R cos o
sin 2 po+ sinpo- 1 - 0
d + sin Po
+ sin P o
- cos 2 o+ sin2/)o+ sin'o- 1
R coso<,(+sinpo) R coBs o
- sin Po
R cosro(1+sinap)
+ sin P -
R Cos/0






If the following conditions are satisfied :
sin 2 Po
- COB PO K2
Ko
- - s i n 2 Po
R cos Po(4+sin Po)
- " B4 - R os B P
sin P
KI -




- sin 2 /o + sin oP- I
R cosp0 ( I + sinp,0 )
- 0









-A R co o (sP +sinPo)
sin2 O
j .





. .. /. .
Let us study the value,of
cos Po + -i - 3 sin2p + (I + sin-o) 2
COB3 So
KI + 3 sin/ocospo K3
Ko Ko
cos Po sin Po + 1 - 3 .in2po
R cosp(1 + sin ?o) R




+ 3 sinPo cos-(sin2P. + sinfo - 1)
R cosop( 1 + sinpo)
- sinPo+ (1 -3 sin 2 Po) ( 1+ sin/%) + 3 sin3Po + 3 sin2?o - 3 sin Po
R (1 + sin,0 0 )
- -1
R cos2/ 0












hl T ( 0t) - Z m x
2
R
hT (6") Z m x
2
( 46 ) the focal's height may be obtained
sin o(sin Po- 2)
R cos Pa x B 
- 1 + sinJ o x cos Po











sin Po(sin /o- 2)
coo2 0
x I + sin so
sin po
Particular case P



























K2 - - 1
Ko 4R2
1+













- 3 i R
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III ) KI - K1(2 - O at grazing incidence.
We h;
is :
avre seen that the.equation of the coma at grazing incidence
( 45 ) -
C- Y3
2 [ KIKo -K2Ko |
Obviously the condition KI - K2 - 0 is sufficient for having
Ko Ko
the coma null whatever the point B is.
We have seen, page S95,o 'I that the conditions KI -. K2 - 0
led to two groups of solution :
1)Cc - R cos '( 2) -C R
D _= R Cos 5
co8s 2j8in¥ Cos2 ,Bs s i
sin'(oosy'- o00 J
cos2J sin ¥- cos2 sin -f
si Y ( cos - cos j)
The equation of the
cosJP - 1 +
4B R
tangential focal length is :




If KI -O Rcoso 
Ko
The locus of the tangential focal length is the Rowland circle.
Is
I,




* . ./. 









- cos P - sin2 o -
-A aR Ko
COSfo (I +' sin=o)
The equation (168 ) shows clearly that - for some wavelength correspond4ng
to o ,-it is possible to avoid the astigmatism by choosing(A in such a
way that the equation (A68 ) may be resolved.
So, the method consists in :
. choosing one of the solutions in C and SD allowing KI and K2 to
be zero,
· calculating K3 and deducing eA from it.
Ko
~be may calculate the value of K4 that would allow the term Y Z2 to be zero:
sin ce ( 1 - cos e )
l A R
+ sin P ( 1
dB JB









By applying the general formula (45 ) we may calculate the focal's
height in the case of the equation being satisfied,
I(H6 )
hT (0 ). Zm
- BinP+ sin2 p+ 1 KI 1 - K3 2.
A R 2 Ko cos2 +p Ko 2 cos2 +P
2 2










hT ( ) -Zm x
- sin1 i+ ein2P -
-fA R
Q3 [ (2+2sinp ) - 2 sinr3(1 + sinj80 )KoI
1
R

















/1+Bin -sin,3 1+8in 1 \1
Cos Cs P/
SPHERICAL ABERRATION AND LIMITATION OF THE GRATING'S WIDTH
I.,
We have established that the fourth order term of the optical path
/ - A + X B - /\ (Ma - X D) 
A o'
might be determined from the fourth order term of expansion of A X by
-calculating X B M C M D as previously made for A R and leading to
the equation ZS3. .
AM(4) - Y4 1
. 8R2




U(L - cosoc) rd
"A R [4R2
1 ( 1 - cos) 1
Z APA R R2
-1 : 1 - Gos( ) +
4{A ''A R
- X1, AT- CO@< )B 
TA 7AC~ R
We are going to see how the term in Y4 is generally linked to the
grating's width. Effectively, let us suppose we are on the Rowland circle
A M(4) _ y4 in20 + (
8 R3 cos O,
) y2 z2 + (
Page nO.37 --- - - we have seen that the height of the tangential
focal length, in the case of a classical grating/used on the Rowland
circle, is :
hT - Z m (sin2 + sintgoo.os 2/ )
(equation 39 ); , \

















4 .2 I j
) z4
.. ./..
Then, we are obliged tolimit the value of Zm if-we:want hT to be-Llimited,
.hat is necessary if we use a photoeleotric receiver .:the 
-athodessheight
of the P MXis. limited. 
If we use a photographic film the whole flux is divided by the focal's
height, so the illumination decreases while the focal's height increases.
Those remarks lead to the limitation of Zm due to fooal's height considers-
tions)at least~as regards the conventional concave gratings.
On the other hand, Ym is not generally limited to the fourth order stage
if we work on the Rowland circle ; effectively, we have seen that,in this
case, the coma i.e. the term in Y3 is zero.
First, let us study the example of the conventional grating operating on
the Rowland circle:
A (4) _ X (4) + X B (4) 
_ Y4 (sin24 + sin2 r ) (bold
8 R3 cos O CoBP
We observe that it is the formula given by J.E. Mack 
- J.R. Stehn and
Bengt Edlen.J.O.S.A. May 1932 under the form
AP+P A ... + ( sin9 + sin
8J
Placing side by side the Mack's notations 
- R
and ours
The method of calculation of Ym ceasiatsen saying that it is not hoped that
A be greater than A )for example) which corresponds to 80% of the
4
theoretical resolving power of the grating.
. . ./. 
.
* ... /. 
0o-
One also may calculate the widening of the image for a given value of Ym
by using the relation of Nijboer given in the 1st report,
dL - cosL Q A - sin .
Cos u Lb a sin w j q 
t is the azimuthel angle of the pupil
j is the aperture's angle of the beam
/-: Y m cos LQ
A- Y
However, the relation of Nijboer is rigorous only if the pupil is
circular, that is not the case generally for the conventional gratings
due to precisely the above mentioned considerations about the influence
of Zm over the slit's height.
Regarding the holographic gratings, the term in Y4 of expansion of t
is written :
(4) - ' ( 1- - o) - 1 (cos08- cosc) ( - cos< - 5 in 2 )A _A4
8R2 PA R 8A -A R A R ~A
+ 2 - cos) - 1 (o0 2at - cosI) ( 1 - co-08 5 sin2)
8R2 :B RB H 'B R 4B
(sin<+ sinI) [ 1 1 -cos)- 1 (cos20 f-Cos0( - -cos0
Ko 8 R2 : R 8 -"C C R '4C R
- 5 sin2-
i C -i 0cos5 ) + 1 (cos2I- cosJ)( - - cosY- 5sin2Lf) t
8R2 PD R 8 4D l D R -eD )R -
. ./ ..
That equation is rather complex and is numerically calculated in a speci-
fic given case only.
However, we notice that if we are on the Rowland circle and use the
group of solutions C R cos
J/D- RcosJ
and if, on the other hand, JA - R cosB 
' B : R cos?
is reduced to :
We identify the term in Z2 of second order development.
(4)
8R - 2 
8R2
sin2d + sin2PIR cos R co - (sin (+ sin p )
Let us remind the formula ( .69 )
hT : Z m in 2 + sin2P - K3
cos ( cos P Ko
R ( sinz + sin1 )




Specially if we want obtaining K3 -
Ko
( r* S i.. + ;l. tP
R (A;" - + 4i; K?)l Co4 o -4 
the astigmatism and the spherioal aberration are simultaneously null.
(In fact, as regards the spherical aberration, the widening due to the
term in Y4 is more precisely concerned).
Let us calculate)in this case the coefficient of the term in Z4
( 1 - cose) -
PA Ra












(sin- + sinP) I ( I




R --4 . 4












- 008 (+ C - os -(sin"' +sin) F1 - cos r L( oL s c)
R ' R o B R R J
os()2 _- 1 (1 - cos)2 -(sin+ 8sin) L ' -osa)2














R2 D - osr
R -T 
- Cos j ;)2
R -con ~~ .~~2 .
.. /. .
From the first part of this expression, we identify the coefficient of
the term in Y4 ihich is zero according to our hypothesis. The term in




- (sinj + sin P)
Ko
sin4 _- sin4 J
o c  e3¥ cos3 J
In the same way and under identical conditions we may calculate the
term in y2 Z2
First, let us consider the term in 'A I '
AM(4)- y2 Z2 I ( 1 o ) + ( -
-4 R2 JA R A R( 1 -c c +
4R 2 -eA R t' A R 4L 4' A - R
3 sin2 1 
4' PA 1J
We are on the Rowland circle ; the astigmatism is supposed to be
zero and we attempt to calculate the coefficient of the term in
corresponding to a (4) .
equal to
y2 z2
. For reasons identical with those indicated above, the sum of the terms




bkall have to add the terms such as :
Y2 Z2 (_ - cos0) 1 ( 1 - Cos' ) + 3
A R 4 A A R 4
sin2<1
"J A'
with : 1 A - R cosao
.. /.1.








x I sin2 _
2 R2 cos 2
So, under those conditions, the whole terms of 
( 4 ) may be written :
(4) - sin4 sn sis4 (in + sinL) (inE4, _sin4j)1 y2 z2 _
lco3 c coo3 os co J 2 R3 8R3
We notice that A( 4 ) is zero if y2 _ z2
4
('+i )
or Y -- 1 Z
2
. . ./..
[ _4 4 Rcos"( R sino2CR cosc + 3 sin2]
A X (4) _ y2 Z2 sin4,e





Now, we are going to study the problem relating to the spherical
aberration at grazing incidence.
The problem regarding the coma and the astigmatism both equal to zero
at grazing incidence under the condition KI - K2 - 0 has been
examinsed(m. Is1 ) Ko Ko
That led us to say that the astigmatism was null if the'condition
- cos P - sin2 o -_ 3
4PA R Ko
cosa/( 1 + sin/, 0 )
was satisfied.
(441)
However, in grazing incidence conditions, the formula providing the




-0cos - sin 2 1
t eA R
By substituting I f
MA
(4) 4




sin2 P -(1 + sin ?) K3
COB) 8 R2 Ko 7
R cos t
R coo J
- R coso P but to avoid the astigmatism,




cosBo ( I + sint)
for its value, we have :
P + K3 ( 1 + sin? ) + sin2 ? - (L+.in 2)
0s/3 Ko Ko
A (4) _ 
(Let us remind
Therefore, the term Y4 is zero if the grating operates at grazing
incidence with C D and B on the Rowland circle and A chosen in such
a way that the astigmatism is avoided.
So, the spherical aberration and the astigmatism are simultaneously
avoided in this case too.
£
N14.t
XI-- STUDY OF THE SURFACES TYPE ELLIPSOID.
HYPERBOLOID,
PARABOLOID of revolution
used near the pole corresponding to the axis of revolution.
Let us write the equation of a quadric of revolution under the form :
) y2 + z2 + (1 _ 2 ) x2 _ 2 R X 
1) eis defined as the eccentricity of the conic section
2) the term containing R is the axis of revolution
Condition
1e 2 _ 0
I - 42 _ 1
-1 -2 <2 0





ellipsoid of revolution about major
axis




. . ./1. *










From the equation (i3s) we are going to use the same method as
previously followed concerning the spherical mirror'/9 .
R+ - R2 _ (1 ') (y2 + z2 )
1 -e~
R + R [1
X
I - e (2 + 2) 
I - et
The equation of-the quadric may be written :
X - y2 + z2
2R
+ 1 - et
8 R3
( 2 + z22)2 + ( (y6 z6 )
Wecheose a source point A located by three coordinates A', yA, z.
Al 2 2 3
with = - 4 + YA + ZA
and if M is a point of the quadric surface,
AM (X - xA )2 + (y _ yA)2 + (z - A)2
- X2 + y2 + Z2 _- 2X x
By substituting X and X2 for
-
2 Y yA - 2 Z Z A + + AA Y^
their value
x y2 + Z2 +
2R
I -et (y2 +
8 R3
z2)2 - 2 ( yA Y + z, Z)








+ y2 + Z2
240
that may be written by arranging in Y and Z
1 - 2 ( YA Y + ZA Z)l I
+ (y2 + Z2)2
4R2
A X2
(A Y2 + 1 z2 )+ y2 + z2 , xA
~6A .0 -P t
-1 - ( e)1
R 1
( +0)




- 2( YA Y + ZA Z) + y2








( 1 - e)]
4(Y A Y + z A z)2+(y2 + 2 ) + 2
R2
-4 (YA Y+zA Z) (y 2 + Z2 )
(y2 + Z2 )2
Y + ZA Z)(Y2 + Z 2 )+ 4 xA (yA
R


















- 8(yA Y + ZAZ)3 +12 (yA Y + zA z) 2 (Y2 + Z2 )
V
Y + zA Z) (Y + z )7
( YA Y + zA Z ) 4
Arranging we have
MA:fA







) + z2 (1- ) -2 Y AI A -
R
+ yA Y + ZAZ
2 '~3 A Iy2(1- XAR -Y2A ) + z2 (i-YA 
2
- A - zA
R e IA
) -'2 YA SA Y Z 

























- 5 x 16
1;28oe °






(y2 + Z2)2 + x (2 + Z )2 + 12 (YAZ+ ZA) (Y2+z2)
4R 13 6- sA A
C





( y Y + z Z)45x 16
128 47
G
At this stage we notice that all terms of expansion of A' - in the case
of a quadric operating near the poles- are strictly identical with the
terms of MA previously obtained for the sphere (page no 16,--- )
term (A) excepted)which is contributing to the expansion'of fourth order
that is :
I ( y2 + 2 )
2 'A 44R2 I
( I - xA ( I -e 2 )
So, we are going to study the fourth order terms specifically by using
the method followed -*page n0°22 and following.
Grouping the terms A + C
, + A- 2? + Czy2) 2 I-
2 A 4R
2






The cla'ssifying of the terms E F G includes the same elements as the
aphe.r · s .on e s . -
Finally, the value of the fourth order term of AM is :
AMW(4 (Y2+ Z2 )2
8R2 gA
( - xA-(-e 2 )




y2 ( - xA
R
- (y2+ Z2)2 ( 1 -2xA )






We use the same hypothesis as previously i.e.
y - sin 
We may then write :
A M(4 ) - ( 2 + Z2)2
8 R2 I I77A - ( --e 2) cosR -cos < )A o

























Let us study the term in
Term of AM(4) in Y4





- ( - e 2 ) cos°< - cos2 )
R A
- 2 cosL) + 3
R 4 zA
A
sin 2( _- oos_ a-_ sin 2 )
,A R 6 A A
- (-e 2 ) cos<)- co2 - -
R -'A 8-esA
+ 2 co0 
8 RLt
A
- cos < - 5 in2 )1
R g --A j
The whole terms of the above expression (the first one excepted) are
exactly the same as those obtained in the case of the sphere (Equation 19,
page 5ZS ). Therefore we may calculate the terms in the case of the
quadric exactly as we did in the case of the sphere ; the evident result is :
- (I -e 2 ) cos l) - 1
R 8 -A
(cos 2 < - cos8 )
A R
- coo s - 5 in 2 & 1
R -"A j



















Considering the equation (480 ) from which we get the value of A ( 4 ),
it is easy to see that the value of the F term (Y3 Z) will differ in no
way from the value of the term i. F (Y3 Z) obtained in the case of the
sphere (equation .o). 
Term in y2 Z2












( 1 - 2 cosY ) +
4 R
+ 3 sin2 o ( 1 - cos0




- 5 zz )
6- 3
A
F (Y2 z2 ) _ y2 z2 { 14R2
(1 - cos )
tA R
- (1- e '







( 1 - Cos - 5 2)





Term in Y Z3
Considering the general equation of AM (4) we notice that when the quadric
is used near the poles, the term in Y Z3 does not differ from the term
in Y Z3 obtained in the case of the sphere (equation n° 21 -). '
Term in Z




8 R2a (I - xA (1-2e )R








Following the same method as the one used in the sphere'case, we have
( 1
TA







- 2 coos ) +
zCA






- cos* - 5
R 6 A
is 
F ( Z 4) - r z1 (1 2) oos - 1 /C-1 - 8 
8R2 A R 1-(A eA R
L8R~~~ -edA A /
(483)




Z F (z 4 ) - z 4
So, the,fourth order term of expansion of AM may be written as follows







I (1--2 ) cos,0) 
·A R
-5 sin )/ + Y2 z
. )e A
- I ( cos2~ - cos<)
8 ZA A, R










[ - cose + 3 sin 1
A R 4 L





We have seen that the whole properties studied(up to fourth order) in
the case of the sphere are fully valid as regards a quadric of revolution
used near its poles.
In other''words, the use of a quadric'does not bring any new possibility








. . ./. *
The terms of fourth order are different according to the type of the
quadrio and are effectively dependent on e.
Let us consider the term in Y4 of exp n.:pf A (4)






- C08 0 /4
R ZA












- 5 sin 2 P3
B5sn i
l 2 CosR




co s8 - 5 sin 2,)
Ce TCR -C
+ 1 (cos2 J - cos J)





















(cos2 - coe a)4~CO
.../..
oi
. . ./. .
Obviously, according to the particular chosen conditions, it will be
possible to calculate the term in Y4 and in some cases this term will
prove to be more favourable in the case of a quadric (e f O ) than in
the sphere's one ( e O ).
However, the quadric operating near its poles may be coupled with the
same Rowland circle as the one coupled with the sphere that results from
the quadric with e - o 
The Rowland circle coupled with the quadric will have similar properties
with the one coupled with the sphere as regards the second order terms
(astigmatism) and the third order ones (the coma will be null on the
Rowland circle coupled with the quadric).
Let us suppose we are under
solutions C -
and more
IA - R cos d
R8-= R cos P
A (4) is reduced to :







- ( - ) cos<) + I 
R l B
- (I - e 2) co8 s )
R
- (sin <+ sin P
Ko
') 1R -- (I- e) COs)- ( (1-Jt CO'
C R IPD ~~ ~~R 










- (sino + sin ) K +
Ko
e2 Fcos < + cos P - (sin" + sin ?) (cosy- os) 
R R Ko R R
If K3 - -1
(sin+ sin)(siney+ sin ~
(sin2 < + sin2 l)
R cosO( R cosp
that is the condition
to avoid the astigmatism on the Rowland circle, A(4) is null
only if - - 0 i.e. in the spheregs case.
Therefore we may say that)in this case precisely, the quadrics' properties












The above study is relating to the quadrics used near the poles i.e.
close to the intersection between the quadric and the axis of revolution
which is IX in this case.
Let us consider what would be the
an axis perpendicular to the axis
properties of the quadric used with
of revolution :
L _ Z
- Fig. 28 -
We know that, when applied to the
equation is : ygZ 2 + ( -e 2
axis system I I ( X1 Y1 Z1 ), the quadric's





- Fig. 29 -
. . ./ ..
z2Z,
The intersections between the quadric and the axis of revolution
are XI i 0 and Z -= 2 H
I1 - e2










obtain the quadric equation applied to its axis of symmetry
Y2 Z2 ) ' the axis 12 X2 being colinear with the axis I1 X1






the major semi-axis' length is





Now we are proceeding to a new change of axiswiedh will apply the
equation to the trihedral Id ( X3 Y3 Z3)' The axis 13 Yj and
the I2 Y2 one are colinear :
e* * e/ 
. ./. .




+ 2 Y Vd _ 2
H
2+ X - O
2(IJ 
Obviously, from the Fig. n° ZL , we observe that the system I3(X3 Y3 Z3)
is not the one generally used. For obtaining the equation under our
usual conditions, it is necessary to change X --> Y and Y _-> - X
So that leads finally to the equation :
2 + - 2 X - 2 +





We may write that equation under the form
+ X2 V4 _-2 - 2 R X + y2 ( 1 - 02)2 -
.-1,1_0
\| e2





So it results the following equation :












X - R + R
_ _
( Y2 + 
z 2 ) 2 %[1 - 'O
R2
X- R +2 R 
N)~ ~[ - ,
( y2 +/7z2 ) ( A y2 +-z2 )2
(1 Y2 + Z2 )3 +
16 R 6
So X - _ y2 +,Z 2
2R
+ ') ( A 2 +,A Z2 )2
8R3
, y6 z 6)
X2 = ( A y2 +,'Z2)2
4R2
+ ,( y6 z6 )








( X- xA)2 + (Y - A)
2





- x2 + + y 2 2_ X xA
-Z Y A - ZZ zA
2 2
+ XA + YA
Substituting X and X for their value
+J) (A y2 +z2)27 _ 2 ( YA
8R3
Y + zA Z)
+ y2 + Z2 + (A 2 + 2)2
4R2
By classifying in Y and Z we may write :
A-12 =:L i - ? ( YA Y + zA z)




(A y 2 +z 2 )
+ ( A y2 + z 2)2
4R2
i-2AMX






We shall take an interest in the second order termsonly




( YA Y + ZA z)2
Y2 (I - A x
R
- 2A : )
A
+ z2 ( 1 -rXA
R
2 


















. .. /. .
At this stage, we notice that the second term is different from the one
obtained in the case of the sphere while it was identical when using the
quadric near its pole.
Let us write z - 0 XA -A cos0
YA - 'A sin <
A (2)
_ y2 ( 0o82<
2 -1A









N C and M D/ix,,,Vkhe samne way, we shall have
c 2r -O Acos + cos2 /
_ eA R -eB
- A os P
R
(sin + sin)) [ UnO -/\cos0Y - (cos 2 - Aco








(sin + sin/3 )
Ko
It -/ coas - ( 1
IeC B -D R Co












those coefficients KI and K3 are different from those reached with the
sphere (or the quadric near its poles).
To sum up it appears that the fact of using a quadric located at n from
2
the poles allows using a new parameteras soon as the second order terms)
whereas this new parameter appears only with the fourth order terms if the
quadric is used near its poles.
It seems that if one usesthe quadricuMider generalconditions, one benefitsby a
new correction parameter which is the angle Y between the straight line
I 0 and the axis of revolution.
- Fig. n° 28 -
- I coos - (cos2 - Aos )
R C R -eD R
K3 t -4 - cos- - ( - -os , J)
R D R
2Z8
XII - JDEMTEAMINA riON OF COiISTiUCTrON PAAAiETG ES
Construction parameters are the focal distances-zC , SD and the
angles r and J .
A first relation is given by
Ko - sing- sin f( eq. 11- 2nd report)
Then, we have seen (page nO 16 of 1st report) that we have the relation
sin& + sinp - A\ (sin '- sin S) -
/\Ao
i.e.
sine<+ sins -- O . K A
Ao
So we remark that t is the groove spacing if compared to the
Io
classical gratings formula
sing + sin13 - R .
oL
Our studies relating to the properties of spectrographs lead to the
determination of the coefficients :
KI K2 13 and K4
io Ko Ko Ko
According to the problem concerned, either the whole coefficients or
some of them only have been determined.
Therefore, those coefficients Ki have been obtained from the use
Ko
conditions required i.e. Ki is, then, expressed in 'A1Bl o and?.
Ko
More, the grooves number i.e. Ko, is known.
. ./. .
.. ./. .
From the values Ki we may then obtain the necessary Ki values so as to
Ko
meet the requirements. ,e have now to know about the feasibility of tie
grating i.e. determine the SC 'D and 5 parameters from the Ki values
obtained as said above.
.ie have to solve the following system;
Ko - sin -- sin f
KI - cos2 ( - cos (co 2 - cos J)
C H tD R
C D ri -P, K2 - sin< ( e
2 j - cos•) - sin& (cos 24 - cosf)
K3 - 1 - cos' -( -cos )
:'" -H7 -eR a
K4- sin ( 1 - cos) -sin S ( '1 - co0sf)
- 77, -De R
In this system, Ko, KI, K2, K3 and K4 are numerical values. Then, we have
4 unknown quantities : -: C D 'fand S. Therefore, - in principle -
there will be no solution for the equations system.
Two cases may be considered :
- First, one decide to work wiith a strictly fixed number of grooves
and then one must give up one of the four other equations,
- Second, one decide that the number of grooves may be variable and
then the solution is feasible as we introduce a new unknown quantity 1o
which is the variation of the groove spacing.
The Table indicates - for some combinations of-6, J, the
numbers of grooves per mm - therefore the Ko - asd_- Ao
oL being the groove spacing. So, if n is the number of grooves per
mm n - d being expressed in mm. We have
n - Ko Ao " " " ./
Ao
The Table ( W3 indicates the values of the various Ki for some values
of -C -D If and f. de shall identify the Ki of the Table :
i .
Now, let us suppose that the study of the use requirements leads to
draw up the Table of the necessary Ki which we shalk identify : Ki
The best conditions vwould be to obtain, from the Ki Table, a group of
values coinciding with the Ki )precisely.
Generally, that will not occur but one may hope to find out a group
of Ki approaching the Ki .
A series of gi.ven values ofZc D 'andL corresponds to those Ki.
Now, if the parameters IC 4D Yand J are respectively given the
increments 4c9 d, 0d otJ Sc one may write :
Ki ( A +e D ++ D I tad +- J.
+ , i _ C
TIPC
+ Ki d2 )
AD
+ 9Di AT+ DKi sdJ. f
So, we have four relations as follows :
Ki - KiI + )Ki eC
TIeC
(-1-3)
equations in which Ki ,
+ -ad Y D 
D AD
+ Ki t fD





anddcL , I dD , ' , Jand possibly Ko, are unknown quantities.




. .. /. .




rt is easy to observe that :
_First _DKi
D C














In fact, we choose d
7- C
as variable/preferably to IC
)KI - cos2 r KI - - cos2 
LRc)
- - 2 cosY sin¥ + sin -
a
- - sinJ ( 1 - 2 cos J)
R P4D











DK2 - 2 inco - sin(Ycos : - sinY cos (2 cosY -















- 2 cosr'sin2 
'
- - Cos3 - 2 Cos J sin2 f






+ cos26- sin2 f
ROD
- cosa )


















- sin' coos - sin 
R




















(Zo4) jK3 ( &oS)
... /..
cos 6- sin2 -_
eC;




(COS -t CO2 82 )
D R
-So, the foll-owing system has to be solved :




- 2 cos~ )
-,Rc 
- sin j( i1 - 2 cosJ) 
-__
sin Ycos¥(2 cos -
D-4




+ (cos3 Y- 2 cos Ysin 2 ( - cos 2 y- sin2 ·6) ot '










- cos 6 )
R
(cos• - cos ~-
a
( ) - sin ( 2
sin 2 )d - d (cop
7eD %D
- oos ) 0t
R
- cos2-R sin2S)dj K4 - K4
R

















+ sinC d-L _ sin d f J -
Z34
Obviously, we may proceed by successive approximations.
Let us suppose we have solved the above system. ve may introduce into
the functions Ki the values ofL A-1 -1 \_ ,o and dc Jthus deter-
mined. C / D I
Byf this way we obtain a new series of Ki.
If that series differs yet from the Ki , one calculate the new coefficients
DKi which we introduce into the new system of linear equations from
which we obtain the new values forL/_ ) -4( t)d 1and d.
- D
V
